
Overview 
Since February 2021 until May 2021, community members were invited to provide feedback via an 
online survey available on the project webpage. Over the coarse of those four months, 77 comments 
were received. The comments were manually sorted into two categories – concerned and supportive – 
and a summary of the major themes that were expressed are below. Following the summaries is the full 
comment list. 

Summary of concerned comments 
Comments of concern ranged from community members that either entirely opposed to the ADU 
ordinance to concerned and inquisitive or constructive. There were 39 comments that were categorized 
as concerned. 

Major themes 
• Regulation and enforceability – concerned the ordinance will not be regulated enough and

concerned the City does not have enough resources to enforce those regulations; already many
unpermitted ADUs existing today

o Solution: oversight role at the City
• Affordability – concerned this is not enough to address the affordable housing crisis

o Solution: some encouraged the city to provide assistance to homeowners in order to
make construction and affordable rent accessible, pre-approved plans

• Parking - both concern for requiring parking in terms of location (on-street or in front yards) and
concern for not requiring parking (transit, pedestrian and bike infrastructure)

• Environment and Sustainability - Reduced vegetation and increased heat island effect,
impervious surfaces, water and soil quality and quantity, pollution

• Neighborhood Character and Historic Preservation - concerned about density, privacy, noise,
design, materials, crime, etc.

o Solution: NPZs and HPZs remain and continue to supersede
• Occupancy (renter v owner) - concerned about student housing and mini-dorms, short term

rentals and Airbnb's
o Solutions: shared meters and utility hookups, shared address, no lot splits, homeowners

must be living in either the primary residence or the ADU ) no developers), blood
relatives only

Attachment H
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Concerned comments word cloud 

 

Summary of supportive comments 
 There were 38 comments that were categorized as supportive. 

Major themes: 
• Affordability – supporters of the ordinance see this as an opportunity to increase supply and 

offer more housing options at lower prices; particularly now with the pandemic and impact on 
homelessness and unemployment 

o Suggestion: City provide support and assistance to homeowners for construction (pre-
approved plans) 

• Multi-generational households - the space and ability to provide support and housing for family 
members, older adults, people with disabilities, or alternative familial arrangements 

• Economic – increased tax revenue for the city, supplemental income for the homeowner, not 
necessarily opposed to student housing and Airbnb's 

• Density – support infill development rather than sprawl for environmental and economical 
reasons; more efficient use of existing infrastructure 

• Parking – less of a concern and supportive of encouraging alternative transportation 



Supportive comments word cloud 

 

Below is a full list of the online comments we have received sorted by concerned or supportive. 

Concerned comments (39 comments) 
1. ADU Considerations from TRRG email 2/19/2021: What are the goals of an ordinance allowing 

ADU construction  Provision for senior members of a family  Provisions for a unit 
within a family  Increase affordable housing  Supplemental income What zones should they 
be allowed in  All, respecting HOAs. In some areas, “covenants” for a development  may 
limit, however Tucson codes should prevail. In many cases  property owners were not 
provided such covenants on purchase,  and are unaware of their existence. Should provisions 
such as lot size, set-backs, building mass, lot coverage, and parking be modified (ie, reduced or 
eliminated) for those wanting to build an ADU  No Should owner-occupancy be a requirement 
for approving an ADU  Yes Can an ADU be used as a short-term-rental (STR)  Yes. A 
consideration here also is the use of the unit after the initial need  no longer exists. For 
example, it was built for senior family members  or a family unit within the family. It of course 
can be used as a  guest unit for visitors. Can it be used for examples such as AirBnB 
 after the initial use? What about subsequent owners? I would suggest that it could be 
STR from the beginning. What kind of privacy mitigation will be required for an ADU  Why 
would this be any different than for the primary dwelling? Will an ADU be allowed in historic 
districts  ADUs already exist in historic districts. If they meet the requirements  of the 
historic district, why would they not be allowed? Considerations for existing apartments or 
guest quarters that were built according to codes in effect at the time of building? 
“Grandfather” as ADUs where property owners desire. Allow real kitchens not counter-height 
refrigerator and 2-burner hot plate as some restrictions in the past.  

2. Accessory Dwelling Units should permitted in Tucson, but there should be some clear rules, size, 
quality of life, can only be used for someone related by blood for the first 5 years. My friends 
grandmother lived with them and passed on history and stories, and it is a great thing. I 
personally would like one for my own son, so he can have personal space away from me while 
attending college. Tucson does not need a bunch of Air B&B problems. If they are allowed to be 
used as an Air B&B, it should be taxed and require a business license and insurance on the same 
or greater level than a normal hotel, and only be permitted if they have room for parking. 



3. Homeowner purchase a home base on the Character of the neighborhood and as such those 
dreams need to be fulfilled to allow continual that character usage. Zoning changes should 
affect future construction and not change or amend zoning laws/ordinances of years or allow 
for protest by existing home owners for changes. 

4. I think its a great idea and I could definitely help both the owner and the tenant of the ADUs if 
the right wording is included in passing this proposal. What wording are you going to include 
that limits landlords from charging high rent that will cater to out if state students or people 
moving in from out if state, and/or that prevents landlords from using these dwellings as R B 
and Bs? Both high rent and use of ADUs as R B And Bs would not benefits the local community. 
The pay rate of the average lower to middle class family or individuals is Az and Pima County is 
so low that having dwellings at high prices is keeping families from being able to enjoy a healthy 
lifestyle, and for many homeless. The average 1 bedroom apartment in Pima county is renting 
for $850. Landlords require3 times the rent in income in order for s person to qualify to rent the 
unit. After taxes and all, even if the minimum wage went to $15/he a person is paying more 
than half their earning in rent and utilities. At $850 for a one bedroom apartment or studio that 
is an average of 550 square ft. That amount is exhorbitant. If this get approved what will the city 
do to ensure reasonable rents, and prohibiting dwelling from being used as R B and Bs? 

5. If they were used as pricey student housing then I say No. If used for families or affordable 
rental units then Im all for it. I think there would have to be some criteria so it wouldn't turn into 
the five bedrooms each rented to a different student thing, mainly benefiting developers. We 
need more affordable housing. Also it could help foster community on a property. 

6. BAD IDEA: Too many associated problems: There would have to be strict laws in place; proximity 
to existing dwelling; proximity to any neighbors property/dwelling; parking problems; taxes 
would increase. etc. etc,etc. Have you considered creating a subdivision with only these little 
houses? Could be funded by a group of investors. There’s a lot of them around these days. 

7. As mentioned in my breakout session, I am concerned about the following: (1) How is the 
Historic Preservation community being integrated into this effort? In particular what is being 
done to include the knowledge and perspective of: The City of Tucson Historic Preservation 
Officer Jodie Brown; the Tucson-Pima County Historical Commission (TPCHC); The Plans Review 
Subcommittee of the TPCHC; Historic Preservation Zone Advisory Boards; The Tucson Historic 
Preservation Foundation. I believe this input is critical to a successful implementation. (2) How 
will additional density and ADUs be encouraged for R-1 lots greater than 10,000 SF? If such a has 
two primary residences (as currently allowed), will they be able to add an ADU (or two ADUs)? I 
believe some additional density is warranted for R-1 Lots >10,000 SF as well as for other 
residentially zoned lots. (3) If a parcel has an ADU that was built before the code change, and if 
that ADU would be compliant with zoning after changes are adopted, what process will be used 
to bring that ADU into compliance? I believe a clear process should be created for such cases. 

8. I am wondering if Rio Nuevo is part of this review and planning process? I also feel it would be 
beneficial if ALL the neighborhoods or districts such as those identified through NextDoor be 
invited to participate to make sure everyone is heard as it appears there will be quite a few 
areas of Tucson who would be affected by ADUs. Churches might be another resource to spread 
the word about ADUs as many churches have members who might benefit or be affected in 
some way. 



9. I am generally in favor so long as provisions are made to ensure that units remain affordable, do 
not generate undue noise. and that subsidies are given to promote sustainability. I am reassured 
that the proposed program distinguishes ADU's from mini-dorms and will not impact HPZ's and 
MPZ's. I would prefer that these units be built as accessory to owner occupied homes. Perhaps 
owners of adjacent properties could apply as a group for plans that would make up a little 
village with shared amenities? Preapproved plans should be made available at little or no cost to 
cut down on inspections and associated fees. I thought today's workshop was well structured 
and was struck by the diversity of thoughtful opinions presented by attendees. 

10. Affordable housing needs the input of people with limited incomes. What kind of housing would 
be safe and comfortable to them. Tucson needs to have housing that is unique to our climate. 
There cannot be an increase in impervious surfaces that shed rainfalll instead of letting it sink in. 
The housing needs to be desired by the neighborhood being served. Environmentally, fewer 
resources are used if existing structures are modified into housing. 

11. This was a very informative session. Although I live in the county, our extended family has 
considered living within city limits. Our concerns have been finding "Safe Housing"- free from 
mold and other dangerous chemicals used in construction, known to have harmful effects 
contributing to cancers and chronic illnesses. Our current pandemic has contributed to a need 
for additional safe housing units to care for and accommodate extended family members. ADU's 
are part of the answer to an already overwhelmed and broken health care system which will 
take years to recover financially from the pandemic and an outdated system that simply does 
not have the manpower to care for aging or disabled family members. In many cases family 
members provide good care and are strong advocates for their loved ones. Concerns for ADU's 
are: quality of construction, safety and parking. Private transportation is often necessary for the 
elderly or disabled. Thank you for allowing me to sit in this mtg. 

12. How is this different that the current guest house provision where not they are allowed to have 
kitchens? ...at least in Pima County. Its a good idea to refine this use proposal as a small rental 
unit. It you call it an accessory dwelling, define how and what it is accessory to. Does it have to 
share meters? Since many accessory dwellings or small rental units will be rented short and long 
term it may be a good time to take on a definition for short term rentals within this topic and 
proposal. That is long over due as well.  

13. I feel that the possible adoption of ADUs for the city of Tucson is timely, and if implemented 
correctly will provide needed income to the City in terms of correct assessments of what 
actually exists on any given parcel. The public hearings were very helpful in terms of seeing 
where people were going with this idea. I do, however, have some concerns for neighborhoods 
that are not an HOA, as it appears from preliminary discussion, that non-HOA neighbors might 
lose some of the value as to why they moved to a neighborhood with larger lots to begin with 
like space, and privacy. Also brought up in the public forum was the idea that owners would 
somehow be able to split/sell their ADU off from the original parcel which I hope would not be 
considered. 

14. Meeting needed to be longer and I have some serious issues about how ADU rules and 
regulations will be enforced. This should be a primary City concern before they unleash the 
absentee landlords on neighborhoods. If the ADU is financed, it is not likely to be rented at 
below-market (i.e. “affordable”) rates; if the ADU is built as a “mother-in-law” house, it is not 
rented at all; If it is built by a developer on a rental property, it is not likely to be rented at 



below-market (i.e. “affordable”) rates and/or will be rented to that developer’s target market, 
which in central Tucson is students and/or will be used as AirBnBs. 

15. Any ADU regs must have long term city oversite procedures; main house must be owner-
occupied; ADU regs must not override another existing zoning (i.e. HR-1, NPZ, HPZ, HOA, etc.); 5.
 The City should think on a bigger scale: • co-housing, • community land trusts, 
• senior housing a la Strauss Manor, • repurposing hotels/motels/malls/mini-dorms •
 low interest loan funds for first time homeowner purchases, with precedence given to 
BIPOC households Absentee landlords are profit-motivated – these will not be “affordable” 
housing; Not permitted; the same infrastructure of the main house(water, gas, electricity) will 
be used in the construction of an ADU. This will reduce attempts to do a lot split. 

16. 1) I'm not seeing a clear link in City presentations between affordable housing (yet to be 
defined) and ADUs. How are you going to ensure that ADUs are affordable? Templates, reduced 
fees, reduced setbacks (no!) in exchange for what? 2) The City would need to monitor and 
enforce any ordinance, because no matter how good the language of the ordinance, in the 
absence of monitoring and enforcement, there will be abuse by student and other housing 
developers, and the neighborhoods will be screwed. 3) There must be an owner-occupant, with 
an affidavit or deed restriction that carries with the sale of the house. 4) There should be 
licensing and biannual inspection for ADUs to ensure that they are up to standard. 4) This 
initiative will have very little impact - the housing market is about to melt down; few people 
have the disposable income (except for developers) to build these, and who wants to take on 
debt in a depressed economy? The number of units built will be few, having no impact on either 
housing stock or affordable units. 5) Why not repurposing of malls, mini-dorms, unused 
buildings? Why not co-housing? Why not community land trusts? 6) Existing historic protection 
overlays must superseded any ADU ordinance. 7) Maximum unit size 500 sq meters, 6 ft 
setbacks, maximum height 12 feet, long term rentals only (at least one year), existing green 
space must be preserved or trees replanted; 1 parking unit per bedroom, no separate metering 
from main house and no lot splitting, same address, amnesty period for grandfathered units of 2 
years to get inspected and approved, privacy mitigation measures as per the JPNA NPZ Design 
Manual. City to appoint staff to establish ADU database, track permitting, licensing, to inspect, 
to enforce. 

17. I am opposed to changes in the codes to further define ADUs. I feel the current parameters are 
adequate. A change would be very significant and change the R-1 zoning forever, and negatively. 
Adding density to R-1 zoning will erode the number of home owners willing to live in R-1 and 
drive them to suburb cities (Oro Valley, Marana, Vail, Benson) where you can have a piece of 
land with a single house on it called R-1. This will benefit only those who want to build to rent 
for as much income as they can get, which will be set by market forces. Multi-generational 
housing is what R-2 and R-3 were for. El Paso, TX has entire neighborhoods with duplexes made 
especially for those who want a smaller lot and the ability to have their parents or adult children 
adjacent to them. Presenting this effort as one that is for seniors on fixed incomes and those 
needing affordable housing is a hoax. There is no way to control the rental prices or if these 
additional units will be used for family, elderly, or those on fixed incomes. There are numerous 
buildings and properties where affordable housing could be constructed. Macy's at Park Place 
just closed and so did J C Penney at El Con. I was once employed by Honeywell in Phoenix on I-
17 at Thurnderbird. When that plant closed, it was later converted to apartments and still is 



today. Changing the rules for how many independent structures are allowed on R-1 should be 
the last resort when there are no more viable options. Instead, Tucson appears to be choosing 
this as their first option. What I can say about that is, Tucson is not thinking broad enough and 
willing to work with commercial property owners to broker deals for affordable housing. They 
have no problem giving tax incentives to developers of large office buildings and luxury 
apartments and homes, but when it comes to lower end housing, Tucson is not willing to broker 
a deal. I do not want a change to R-1 zoning. It will bring owner flight due to higher rental 
concentrations. We will have less land for vegetation and trees, increasing the heat island effect. 
We will have less privacy and have buildings, possibly closer to lot lines. I do not want to smell 
my neighbor's cigarette smoke or pot or hear their power tools or music. It's bad enough 
sometimes with neighbors in one house and now you want us to put up with multiples. I do not 
want more cars on the streets and in front of my house. Most houses have single car driveways 
that have room for maybe 2 cars. Tucson already allows parking in yards, not allowed in other 
cities of this size, and now we will have more houses with more cars in yards. How can that help 
the quality of life in neighborhoods? A lesson should be learned by our neighbors in California. 
Just go there and see how packed the lots are with homes and cars up and down the streets, 
with a parking spot rarely to be found. Why would anyone or any city aspire to that? That social 
experiment failed over there, driving everyone out to the suburbs. Why would it be different 
here. If Tucson was worried about their tax base, they should worry about R-1 home owners 
who are holding up the neighborhoods in many instances. In Garden District we have 70% rental 
and you can tell. Rental properties are investments, not show pieces. There are no requirements 
for trees and vegetation, so you have none. Investors are sawing down 60 year old 60 ft tall 
trees, just because. And somehow more rentals is going to be a benefit? I don't buy that. They 
will be rented to the person who pays the most and many turned into AirBnBs. This does not 
benefit neighborhoods or our quality of life. To top this off, the City has an incredibly short time 
frame for wanting this zoning change. This should be studied for at least a year or more before 
considering any change and the City has just a few short months, with inadequate outreach to 
residents and home owners to get our feedback. I attended a presentation last week and we 
were given 20 minutes. 

18. Historic Districts that are near the University are already inundated with ADUs. Most garages 
and many homes have already(legally or otherwise) been converted into to student rentals and 
AirBnB rentals. There are none that I know of that are being used by grandmothers, mother-in-
laws, children or other family members. All are being rented and few are reporting the income. 
Parking has become problematic, loud parties are everywhere and trees are being removed to 
build mini-dorms. The historic single family homes are being abandoned by families in light of 
this overpopulation by rental units. I think that ADU's in the outskirts of the city are fine if they 
are indeed being used by family members but not in the inner, mid-city, or University areas. 
Additionally, with the new Broadway plans there will be even more rental units. I don't believe 
there is a need for additional ADU's in areas near the University or downtown areas. We need to 
preserve these precious historic districts in their historic state not turn them into AirBnB and 
loud student housing districts. NOTE: One California based business alone currently owns over 
400 beds near the University. Do you truly believe that developers aren't looking for a way to 
buy more beds? Changing the zoning will turn the entire area near the University into 



unreported rentals. Please reconsider this plan for historic single family areas. These are true old 
"neighborhoods" where families have roots. 

19. Compatible and good design and energy efficiency should be a priority. No Air b&b or student 
housing allowed. Size of ADU should be at least 25 to 40 % smaller than main structure. Property 
needs to remain owner occupied even after sale. City could offer reduced permit fees for owner 
occupied ( at least in main structure) but those fees would have to be repaid if a sale to a non 
owner occupied party occurs. City to work with CAPLA students to design small energy efficient 
houses and those designs will be available to owners at low cost. No 2 story small homes 
adjacent to neighboring backyards. Have resources including builders available to applicants. 
Many people have not rented to others - having examples of lease agreements would be helpful 

20. Affordable Housing: Let’s start with an honest conversation about ADUs. Please stop exploiting 
our vulnerable citizens with the claim that this will provide affordable housing. I serve on the 
Board of a HUD 202 facility. Here is a short list of what that entails. Rent: Averages around $340 
per month. Remainder is made up by Section 8 vouchers. HUD controls the reimbursement 
amount, so that rents remain affordable. Emergency Panty: Funded by the board as a number of 
residents run out of money before the end of the month. Staff: Provides a range of services, 
including assistance with insurance sign-ups and recertification of Section 8 qualification. 
Activities: Pre-COVID; range of activities that include birthday celebrations; volunteer and other 
social gatherings; personal trainer to assist with maintaining health. Catered holiday meals: 
provided by the Board. If you are poor enough to need these services, it is highly likely that your 
family is poor as well and struggling to provide for themselves. Stop pretending that an army of 
citizens is prepared to take on additional debt and make the time and financial commitment to 
care for an elderly citizen. In addition, anyone renting to a non-family member will need 
additional insurance for liability protection. Expecting that people will provide the multitude of 
services, especially when construction costs are high, is not being realistic. Environmental Again, 
the city is failing to include ALL environmental considerations. Greater density leads to increased 
heat island effect. If you are #3 in rising heat and drought projections, why would you take such 
a suicidal approach? When we cover our earth with asphalt and cement we reduce the areas 
where we can plant trees and reduce the ability of the soil to recharge our groundwater. This 
really makes your efforts appear to be more about creating profits for the few at the expense of 
the many. Airbnbs The city cannot legally prohibit these units from becoming additional money 
makers for investors. Trying to control this at the permitting process is futile as all bets are off 
once the property is sold. When many of your inner city neighborhoods are already dealing with 
the issues created by high percentages of rentals, why would you want to exacerbate the 
problem? Unless you are willing to require that these units be licensed and require a yearly 
renewal of that license, including proof that it is not an investment property, there is no way to 
ensure these will actually benefit low-income residents. HOA Since HOA’s will not be impacted 
by an ADU ordinance, that means Wards 2 and 4, which have more HOAs than other parts of the 
city, will not have to deal with the potential for rental problems. At least two of our elected 
officials live in HOAs, so they should be required to recuse themselves from voting on this 
matter as they are protected from any negative impacts. Otherwise, they should have the guts 
to walk the talk and be willing to share the burden.  

21. We are happy the city is doing this, and will look forward to updates and to seeing suggested 
city plans (a good idea, BTW). A few questions: 1. Will allowing ADLs, will this change the 



number of dogs or cats allowed per residence? We would not like to see a lot with 6 dogs, for 
example. 2. Will there be a requirement that a lot with an ADU have an owner in one of the 
houses on the lot? We can anticipate problems if there is a lot with two houses and both of 
them are occupied by renters. 3. Can the ADU be larger than the original house on the lot? 4. 
Does the ADU have to have the same architectural look and materials as the original house on 
the lot, or is variety allowed? If the original house is block covered by stucco, can the ADU be 
constructed of textured block and left rough and unfinished? 

22. COT needs to ensure the following: - owner occupied property only, otherwise we get more 
Airbnb's, rentals and possibly student housing - they need to comply with and follow design 
manuals that are in place for the NPZ's -historical neighborhoods need to be preserved and 
given the opportunity to "opt out" -provide incentives and reduced COT fees to help support 
homeowners to build a unit on their property. If a developer is interested in building an ADU on 
a property they own, no incentives apply. - ensure this is accessible to ALL homeowners; not just 
those that are financially secure -have a 1-2 year amnesty program for all existing ADU's and 
encourage and financially incentivize current owner to bring them up to code. - create an 
oversight role in COT PDSD to manage the overall program to ensure compliance  

23. I am extremely concerned about the proposed ADU ordinance. Garden District is a one square 
mile neighborhood. According to the 2020 Census, Garden District is 74% rentals. Also, the 
Census shows our average and median rents are much lower than other areas of the city. We 
already have a surfeit of affordable housing within our boundaries. Adding more rentals to our 
already stressed neighborhood is not going to help with affordable housing or aging in place in 
other areas of the City. Absentee landlords result in run down properties full of trash and junk 
vehicles. Crime is a serious issue in Garden District Our high rental rate has taken a toll on the 
appearance, safety, and desirability of Garden District. . Less than a quarter of our neighborhood 
is R-1 property. Eroding the R-1 section or adding more rentals to the R-2 properties will only 
contribute to the decline of the neighborhood. Also, where will additional residents park? A 
house down the street currently has what equates to an ADU. What used to be a Mother in Law 
guesthouse behind the main house is now a rental with a second family living in it. There are 
FIVE vehicles parked in the driveway AND all over the front yard. How does replacing 
greenscape with hardscape help Climate Change? Why is the City not exploring re-using existing 
vacant buildings? The Penney’s at El Con would make an ideal affordable housing complex with 
a courtyard and services within walking distance. Fixing up some of the shockingly unlivable 
trailer parks that are within Garden District is also another option. Increasing density, eroding 
privacy, destroying property values, and adding more hardscape, more vehicles, more garbage 
cans on the street is not the way to go. When I purchased my R-1 property 40 years ago, I 
entered into this major life purchase with the knowledge that the City had certain protections in 
place through City Code that would protect my quality of living.  

24. My neighborhood has these units already. Just walk Sam Hughes neighborhood and there are 
plenty. People renting their 'guest' house full-time. The units are full-time living units for family 
and non-family residents, and many generate income. The city is not regulating these existing 
units at present, how are they going to do it in the future? Who and how are the existing units 
going to be brought in line with the potential new laws/rulings for 'accessory units'? No one 
appears to be interested in identifying, regulating and taxing these units. The city needs to 
identify existing units and bringing them into line (owners pay taxes, etc.), should be the first 



step and a major part of this proposal. They need to be counted/recorded/inspected/taxed 
before any new buildings are added. There needs to be a density limitation associated with 
building these dwellings. My neighborhood is already experiencing parking issues with the units 
that exist that are providing 'out of compliance' rentals. Our neighborhood, as are most, was/is 
not designed to have full-time street parking. This must be discussed as part of the program as 
those with existing units may not be too happy about the changes/charges that they will now 
have to address and have avoided for years. I'm concerned that the city will not have the 
resources, people and money, to oversee this program effectively. The city is strapped for 
money now and city services have been reduced to a minimum level or are no longer provided. 
The taxes generated by these units are not going to provide enough money to even make a 
small 'ding' in what is needed to support the collapsing city budget. In fact, they will very likely 
not even cover the cost for the level of oversight/regulation this program will require. Without 
consistent, ongoing inspection and oversight/regulation this program will balloon into an 
unregulated, over-building, money grabbing disaster that will have nothing to do with providing 
affordable housing for senior family members and others. A well thought out plan for assessing 
each property to determine why a new unit should be built and review existing units meets the 
planned purpose needs to be included in this program. Any discussion about subsidizing the 
building of these units needs to be reviewed carefully to assure equity among owners. The same 
would apply to providing tax breaks, per construction, for some and not others. Pushing this as 
housing for "granny" is a great emotional hook, however, the reality in the bigger picture, is that 
this is a 'money making' opportunity for homeowners. Bottom line, before any new 'dwellings' 
are built, all existing units in neighborhoods need to be identified and inspected to see if they, in 
fact, already provide 'accessory dwelling', status. Those that do need to be entered into the 
program. Once we know the density of existing dwellings, then and only then can other 
homeowners apply to construct a new dwelling. This is the only way to assure that we are not 
overbuilding, parking is being addressed, dwellings are meeting all program criteria, etc. Now 
the elephant in the room. One of the reasons the city is proposing this program is to help 
provide affordable housing, that's a far cry from a resident for 'granny'. In fact, it implies that 
the homeowner and the dwelling resident will not be related. 1. Must the owner of the home be 
living in the primary residence? What is not wanted is both home and accessory dwelling 
rentals. 2. Maximum number of people who can live in an accessory dwelling? Maximum 
number of cars associated with any accessory dwelling? How is this going to provide a 'low 
income' rental option? Who is regulating the rental fee, determine what is considered a 'fair' 
low-income fee? Make sure rental rates don't go up inappropriately? Control fee for unit? 4. 
Who is preventing people renting these to 'snowbirds', event participants. That’s happening 
now. Equals big $$ for owners, etc. 

25. I am concerned about adding additional structures in midtown. More houses increases 
impervious surfaces where water runs off rather than soaks in. Increasing structures also hold 
onto the heat increasing the heat island effect. There are much better ways to increase 
affordable housing and ensure the additional housing is truly affordable. 

26. Further to earlier comments sent in. I spoke with my neighbor about the Accessory Dwelling 
subject the other day. Her response, March 2021. “We just added an ADU to our property and 
we love it! A great way to increase density without altering the neighborhood in a drastic way, 
and an opportunity to defray our own housing costs while having the option to lodge friends 



and family and an occasional renter.” Also shared, “ I suspect the neighborhood does not want 
to get into the business of inspecting rentals or regulating rental rates; if the city opts to 
establish a rental inspection program that's perhaps a more likely avenue for those activities.” 
I'm guessing she knows the city is not aware of their accessory unit and other existing accessory 
dwellings that are 'charging rent to defray their own housing costs". It appears, the reason the 
city is pushing for these units, and the real reason people have already built them, does not 
quite mess. Reality check - homeowners want money (not taxed) and the city wants money 
(taxes). "Granny" is a very small, fleeting, thought in this equation. The city is already full of 
these units that are charging rent and not paying taxes. A study of all neighborhoods identifying 
existing dwellings needs to be undertaken before any building permits are granted for new 
units. So much has to be done before this kind of program is initiated. The residents of Tucson 
are way ahead of you - they've known for a long time that the City of Tucson did not have 
enough staff, etc. to determine that they were building non-permitted, rent generating, non-
taxed units. Residents knew it in every neighborhood and took full advantage of it. They did not 
build these units for 'granny' -- they have been built in large part to generate non-taxed cash for 
the home owners. Rented full-time and part-time to family, friends, tourists, etc. AirBnB has 
made this all too simple. The city has made it a no-brainer and have regulated nothing and are 
now acting as if this concept is something new. The city has already lost a significant chunk of 
revenue - for years and years. The city has not been regulating it - how do they expect to 
regulate it in the future? Or, is this just the city's way of offering this 'wonderful' new concept so 
they can justify the regulating of existing units that they neglected for decades? They will 
'grandfather' existing units BUT inspect existing structures to assure they are to code (shut down 
those that are not), and start charging taxes to existing Accessory Dwellings. Who is going to do 
all that 'up-front' work before they they take on the over-sight of 'new' dwellings? There is an 
immense amount of existing work that has to be done, in every neighborhood, before new 
dwellings are even considered. 

27. ADUs do not make R-1 less racist; the ownership remains with the property owner. ADUs are 
only built by those with disposable income – there are limited options for financing ADUs, and 
for most homeowners this is not feasible; they are already legal on lots over 10K sq ft; there are 
only 40K R-1 lots of 10K or more where ADUs can be built. Rental units (in the absence of 
incentives) are priced not based on construction costs but rather on the basis of what the 
market will bear, and therefore will not meet affordability criteria (which is yet to be defined by 
CoT. if the ADU is built as a “mother-in-law” house, it is not rented at all; If it is built by a 
developer on a rental property, it is not likely to be rented at below-market (i.e. “affordable”) 
rates and/or will be rented to that developer’s target market, which in central Tucson is 
students and/or will be used as AirBnBs. The City has no capacity to monitor that these will not 
be student rentals (currently the process is complaint-driven and therefore the burden is on 
neighborhoods). An even smaller subset of homeowners will be willing to rent to low-income 
families, which are challenged in more ways than just rent, and which often require a range of 
social services that an indiv landlord is not able to provide. The City has no capacity to monitor 
compliance as long term rentals. The City has no capacity to monitor that the main house is 
owner-occupied. Absentee landlords are profit-motivated – these will not be “affordable” 
housing. The loss of green space (replaced by hardscape) is not environmentally friendly, and 
increased density and loss of green space and increased heat island effect have negative impacts 



on neighborhoods. ADUs must be constructed with on-site parking equal to the number of 
bedrooms; Parking areas should be permeable; front yards NOT turned into parking lots/r-o-w's 
not turned into parking lots as it is illegal to park there anyway. Lot splits- Not permitted; the 
same infrastructure of the main house(water, gas, electricity) will be used in the construction of 
an ADU. This will reduce attempts to do a lot split. Occupancy of SFR Owner-occupied only; 
Annual affidavit of owner occupancy  

28. Just read the article in today's Arizona Daily Star. March 17, page B4. Clearly outlined is the 'can 
of worms' that Accessory Dwellings will create for neighborhoods if all the 'up front' work is not 
done effectively, laws written to assure permits exist for building, quality standards are 
maintained, homeowner's insurance is current, rules and regulations established and 
maintained, etc., AND inspections that are often and consistent and every owner held 
accountable - on all levels. Neighborhoods need to get on board to assure the quality of life, 
property values, etc. are not compromised negatively should this be done without a very clear 
and concise study, survey of existing 'dwellings', current and updated data, and ongoing review 
and oversight of all existing and new dwellings. 

29. I attended virtual meetings and have submitted some comments. These are additional 
comments. I think that promoting ADU's as affordable housing is disingenuous. The cost of 
building a new unit or renovating an existing unit makes renting it unaffordable to rent except to 
a relative. Tucson should require that any City owned property being offered to housing 
developers include a minimum of 30% of affordable housing. This affordable housing 
requirement should be in force for the life of the development. 

30. Regarding the Public mtg summary pertaining to: "Limiting the ADU to owner-occupied primary 
units, property owner must be occupying the primary dwelling unit", I think this is a bad idea 
because I can easily imagine circumstances where a single elderly owner needs to live in the 
casita and rent out the main house in order to make ends meets. 

31. While climate-resiliency is an important goal any of the ADU configurations will decrease the 
open space available for native trees/shrubs which would reduce the overall cooling load and 
water stress on the city. Of course, the Detached and Attached configurations would have 
higher impact than the others (which would still reduce open space through parking/driveway 
expansion).  

32. 1. I would very much like to see pre-approved building plans on file with the planning dept. to 
facilitate the growth of this program and lower the barriers to this program for regular 
homeowners that want to take advantage of it. 2. I think the expectation that all historic 
preservation zoning and group dwelling ordinance stay in place is extremely important. 3. I think 
owner-occupancy requirements is a good idea but practically not enforceable. 4. If ADUs are not 
limited to pre-approved plans then careful consideration needs to go towards the design 
standards for ADUs that are built. 5. It will be important for the City to provide additional capital 
to struggling homeowners that want to use this program to improve living conditions or their 
financial welfare by creating passive income. 6. Additionally, for the later group, the City might 
consider providing training to applicants on how to be a landlord and/or how to actually build 
ADUs to comply with City code. 7. The City should work with the assessor early on as to ensure 
that any benefits gained from the program are not washed out through additional property 
taxes. The presentation and meeting format on the topic was great! 



33. There should not be a requirement for additional on-site parking. This will lead to more paving 
of yard and increase the heat island. Also, It should not be allowed that one any owner hold 
more than 3 or 4 properties w ADUs. And, an owner should not be a subsidiary of any larger 
family, LLC or other corporation. We need to be very careful that the corporate owners do not 
take this over. Two-story ADU are fine in that they have a smaller footprint. 

34. 1) They won't be affordable. Subsidies in the construction won't translate to affordable rents. 
How does the City plan to track and evaluate affordability of ADUs? 2) If existing ADUs are 
grandfathered in and permitted, will the property be taxed at a higher rate? 3) If ADUs are 
rented, will this income be reported to the Assessor's office and used to reduce the historic tax 
credit? Is this currently the case with Airbnbs? 4) Will there be a sunset clause on this ordinance 
to evaluate impact and make changes as needed? There should be. 5) There should be an owner 
occupancy requirement. 6) ADUs in front of existing houses or on the sides should not be 
allowed. ADUs built in front or on the side of homes in historic districts will cause the loss of 
historic contributing houses which then puts our historic district at risk. 7) The impact of the 
ADU ordinance using City proposals is this - historic homes will be destroyed; two-story houses 
will be built in the front of the lot and a 2-bdrm ADU built at the back of the lot (effectively 
creating a mini-dorm) and the neighborhoods will be once again in the position of having to 
monitor compliance with NPZ construction (in NPZ zones) and with GDCA compliance in all R-1 
and R-2 zones. 8) 70% lot coverage plus an ADU ordinance will result in the complete 
hardscaping of residential lots. to be continued at a later date :)  

35. I believe that based on history the biggest problem for the COT is enforcement of existing zoning 
codes. You need to identify existing non conforming properties and work with the county 
assessor to make sure the properties are taxed at the correct property tax rates. Giving a free 
pass existing to non conforming properties is wrong headed in your opinion. Especially in light of 
the fact that one of the “stake holders” has built ADUs without permits and that individual has a 
conflict of interest. The Stimulus act provides federal funds to local communities that adopt 
changes to zoning codes that make will encourage mor affordable housing. Do the changes 
being considered qualify for those federal funds. The idea that the zoning changes will increase 
the supply of ADU is false. Building costs pretty much rule out that outcome. In the end I think 
you should be focusing your attention on ENFORCEMENT and not finding ways to grant amnesty 
to illegal dwellings. 

36. If ADU's were to actually provide all the community benefits listed, it would begin to balance 
what residents in established neighborhoods will be losing. But, the reality is that who will 
benefit is the land use speculator/investor who will buy up older residences as they come on the 
market with the intent to add the second unit, perhaps smaller, perhaps making the original 
house the second unit. Since 2000, we have seen what happens to neighborhood blocks when 
infill is unregulated--its character is destroyed. The ADU is another vehicle to facilitate infill, 
regardless of how proponents want to doll it up as THE solution to social ills. The only protection 
ALL neighborhoods have is the UDC's zones. For those of us lucky enough to have our single 
family dwellings actually in matching R-1 zoning (and COT is filled with them on R-2 and even R-
3, C-1 designated zones), to lose what little protection it affords without having significant ADU 
design guidelines which the City is willing and able to enforce is unacceptable. I do not see such 
sufficient regulations in the Draft Proposal. When the City permits new construction, the results 
are permanent; those in the immediate vicinity live with it forever. What the UDC standards 



already allow so far exceed that is built out in older neighborhoods that there are ample 
opportunities to meet the legitimate needs with two small code changes--allow kitchens in 
second units, allow the Special Exception process which requires public input to be used for ADU 
applications. Please do not add another loop hole to the UDU--the City's interpretation of FLD's 
and PAD's has already provided evidence that ordinances, which were well-intended, are 
misappropriated to neighborhood detriment. 

37. Comments are my own and not on behalf of any organization or association. The City has added 
items to the Unified Development Code (UDC) that are usually prefaced with goals, but then are 
essentially granted by right to anyone who is developing a parcel. Examples are the FLD, PAD, 
DDO. Even when a neighborhood meeting is required, there is usually very little give and take on 
the part of the developer and the City usually approves them. We, as most impacted neighbors, 
are often not respected participants of the process, we are simply given information. With that 
in mind, here are my comments about the proposed ADU code amendment. - Do not put in 
goals unless there is the intention (and ability) to assess the effectiveness of the ordinance in 
achieving them. - R1 and R2 zones should allow ADU construction by a Special Exception process 
so that those most impacted will have input into the proposal. Other zones that allow residential 
development probably do not need a special exception. - By having a Special Exception process, 
residents in close proximity have an opportunity to enter into private covenants and conditions 
(such as owner occupancy, no short-term rentals, etc) that the City is unwilling or unable to 
require. Without this process, ADU construction can proceed before an impacted neighbor even 
has the chance to approach the builder with conditions. - The DDO process may be acceptable 
for grandfathering in un-permitted or non-conforming uses, but it is not adequate for making 
exceptions to such things as set-backs, building heights and lot coverage. - Other code 
provisions should take precedence when an ADU is requested: Group Dwelling ordinance, 
Neighborhood Protection Zones, Historic zones. - For zones other than R1 and R2 adding the 
allowance of a full kitchen to the existing Accessory Building conditions would probably suffice 
for encouraging their construction. - An ADU should not have a separate address, or separate 
utility hook-ups. In so doing, the ADU becomes intimately connected to the principal residence 
rather than being a multi-residential unit. It also helps to achieve the stated goals for this 
ordinance (affordability, multi-generational housing, seniors aging in place). - Allowing for on-
street parking should be assessed on a case-by-case basis. This is a safety and a transit mobility 
issue. Many older neighborhoods do not have sidewalks and/or the roads are of substandard 
width and have not seen maintenance in decades. There are no City-wide plans or provisions for 
putting in sidewalks to allow people to safely access transit locations. Allowing on-street parking 
by right ignores the unsafe conditions that result when pedestrians and bicycles are forced into 
the street by parked cars. - I am concerned with the elimination of minimum lot size especially in 
R1 and R2 areas of the City. Already many of these areas are built out at far less density and 
lower heights than is currently allowed by code. I do not see the need to eliminate the minimum 
lot size. Perhaps an evaluation of what lot size makes sense for a second dwelling unit would be 
prudent. The City is not known for having strong privacy mitigation provisions to protect existing 
residences. - Although providing pre-approved plans will assist in reducing the cost of 
constructing additional rental units in the City, it is a slap in the face to all the residents who 
have been asking the City for neighborhood plans. If the City can afford to provide pre-approved 
building plans to developers, why can't they afford to provide neighborhood plan templates to 



residents who want to write a neighborhood plan? - Any new addition to the UDC should have a 
sunset clause so that the ordinance can be fairly assessed as to whether it is achieving the goals 
for putting the ordinance into the UDC. Thank you for the opportunity to provide my comments 
about the proposed ADU ordinance. 

38. I am vehemently opposed to changes in Tucson codes to allow ADUs as permanent full 
residential units. This is an inequity for already crowded inner city neighborhoods. It will cause 
increased crime, reduced areas for trees and vegetation, increased car parking in yards, 
increased traffic, increased noise in and around our properties. It is inequitable that the 
residents in City sanctioned neighborhoods cannot choose this option as if we were in an HOA. 
This is being advertised to residents as senior and "affordable housing", but ADUs with separate 
living quarters can already be built in R-1 and R-2 properties and can already provide affordable 
senior housing for family members. The change in the codes will only allow landlords to make 
more money on a piece of property than they are now. It will burden home owners with more 
furniture at the curbs, students with unruly parties, and as I said above, more crime, code 
enforcement issues, and landlords who could care less what their properties look like because 
it's all about their revenue stream. Unless the City is going to put some very strict rules down 
and enforce them, we should not be the victim of anymore bad City zoning decisions. Once this 
code is changed, there is NO GOING BACK AND YOU WILL HAVE RUINED THIS CITY FOREVER. No 
one wants to be like Los Angeles all crowded together like sardines in a can, but this is exactly 
what you are going to do. It is not a secret that the realtors and developers are doing a land grab 
with this and driving home owners to other cities, just so we can have peace and quiet (as much 
as can be) on their property. We should not be giving a hand out to realtors and developers and 
allowing them to take over our city. We've already done that with overlay zones, GPLETs, and 
now Opportunity Zones, allowing them to build whatever they want, wherever they want and 
keep encouraging it. You are in effect trying to rid this city of home owners and have it be a 
much higher percentage of rentals. This City has no real plan for what it wants and there are 
very few "stakeholders" involved in your processes. You do these questionnaires and town halls 
to try and make us think we have input. Then you do what you want to anyhow based on 
realtors and developer inputs because money talks. Residents are the stakeholders with our 
land at stake and we should have a bigger presence at the table. Right now it's a joke who you 
are calling stakeholders. Go to someone else's City and ruin it. This is what is going to happen 
with more of these shotgun approaches to solving issues such as this one for supposed 
affordable housing. There will be no affordable housing available with these code changes 
because the market drives the rental prices and the home owner prices. And it will just place a 
bigger burden on the remaining home owners that are left in our inner cities. Our city learns 
nothing from other Cities as to what concepts work and which ones don't. Look at other cities in 
Arizona and see how well packing more people into smaller spaces has done. Look at the 
availability of homes in Sedona, Flagstaff, and Tempe. There is less and less. Look at our state 
government and how they support this. They have gotten rid of any rules that state people 
building high end housing have to build some affordable housing. And Tucson is allowing all of 
the high end housing here left and right. What is the incentive to build affordable? There isn't 
any. So don't put that burden on our neighborhoods. It's not equitable, which is ironically what 
you are trying to create. 



39. Let’s drop the pretense of affordable housing and granny flats. This proposed ADU ordinance is 
not about either. It is about profits. The larger the building, the greater the expense to 
construct. The owner must pay for this somehow, and the only way to do that is by charging 
substantial rent. When HUD-funded housing costs the average low-income senior $320 per 
month for rent, no home owner is going to jump through the hoops, incur the expense and 
settle on the low profits that come with providing that level of affordable housing. Increasing lot 
coverage or allowing the ADU to exceed the size of the existing house is simply returning to the 
days of the abuses neighborhoods were subjected to by minidorm developers. Reducing parking 
requirements or allowing alley access is another minidorm strategy. Putting parking on the 
street, when sidewalks are scarce, forces anyone in a wheelchair out into traffic. Pretending that 
cool roofs are environmentally friendly, when many of the materials are petroleum based, 
ignores the fact that what we do here will still impacts our environment. Walls absorb heat and 
release it during the night. Windows reflect heat back out into the environment. Buildings must 
be heated and cooled, and that takes energy. If property owners install rooftop solar, that 
negates any advantage that a cool roof might offer. With California talking about limits on 
energy transfers and Tucson facing the possibility of brownouts, it becomes even more critical 
for us to design balance into new ordinances. Refusing to require even a single tree to help 
mitigate these impacts pushes us closer to the day when Tucson will simply become unlivable. 
Pretending that ADU properties will only have one owner ignores the fact that properties 
change hands and the next owner may not be responsible or care about their impact on the 
community. When the state will not allow us to regulate Airbnb’s, we cannot control how these 
units will ultimately be used. Limiting their size and location, requiring privacy mitigation 
measures and off-street parking are some of the few ways we can reduce their potential 
impacts. If homeowners need financial assistance to construct an ADU, then they cannot also 
afford the liability insurance, additional property taxes, maintenance or utilities. And if they turn 
around and sell the property for a tidy profit, what benefit does the community get, especially if 
it was public monies that provided that financial assistance? So let’s stop pretending that our 
government cares about its citizens. When our elected officials ignore state statutes so they can 
hand out tax incentives to wealthy developers, causing displacement and gentrification for 
existing residents, they are helping to create the problems they claim they are trying to solve. 
When those same elected officials live in protected HOAs or build heated swimming pools in 
their backyards while telling the rest of us to conserve water, this ADU ordinance is not about 
concerns for the community. It is simply about political expediency. 

Supportive comments (38 comments) 
1. This would benefit a single mother like myself. Cost would be in my purchasing price rang amd 

more families can enjoy one another 
2. I am Pro ADUs. Inter generational living, additional income for middle class families, and density 

makes good sense environmentally as well. I do not think parking should be seen as an 
impediment, and hopefully in conjunction with housing advocacy, we can also see investment in 
public transit and bike lines to reduce the need for off street parking. 

3. create new rental revenue streams for homeowners, provide additional housing at a time when 
housing costs are constantly increasing, and let families live together longer. 



4. I think this is an innovative way to create more housing options in Tucson. As an older adult who 
will be taking care of an elderly parent soon, I would absolutely take advantage of this option. 
Many of our parents are on a fixed income, do not have the means to buy 2 separate houses 
and it would be unlikely that they would be near enough to one another to make that work. I 
am committed to reducing my carbon footprint and having smaller, more energy efficient units 
sharing a lot makes sense. Additionally, if one unit is owner occupied and the other is a rental, 
that would likely translate to better upkeep of the rental unit, thereby minimizing neighborhood 
plight. As an income opportunity, that means more money to put into the Tucson economy and 
more stability overall. I support this proposal and hope it moves forward. 

5. Approving accessory dwelling units will positively change the high rent and housing crisis in 
Tucson! More affordable housing is needed and this is a perfect next step. 

6. Allowing tiny houses is a wonderful idea especially with the recent pandemic and 
unemployment concerns. This allows economical co-housing without undue stress on 
infrastructure and would really help folks who need to share space with elderly family members. 

7. This would be ideal for families and friends. Elders sometimes need an in-between place as we 
age. Down sizing would make this very possible. It would bring a feeling of community in where 
elders would feel like they're contributing time, money and energy. The State owned residences 
are so institutional, dirty and isolating. Or these can be used for younger family members or 
anyone that needs some space to get their heads, their life together. It is a great option if not 
abused by developers or greedy landlords. 

8. I support ADU ordinance changes to allow these units in the Tucson area. I've seen other cities 
allow these and saw improvements in housing access. It will be important to allow ADUs to act 
either as a possible legal address for renting, or for AirBnBs. That way, it lessens incentive to buy 
an entire property for short-term rentals and move that incentive to develop land and create 
density. 

9. I believe it is a great idea. Plus it could potentially lead to lower homelessness as these could be 
a potential housing units that would be cheaper then apartments. Or they could allow families 
to help those who need to be look after (elderly, mentally ill or for other medical reasons) but 
still seek a sense of independence. 

10. There is a huge need for fully contained granny flats in central Tucson. There are many small 
house with quite large backyards that could easily sustain a separate unit in the back and retain 
some landscaping aspects. Consistent guidelines with a few specified sizes would be really 
helpful for owners, appraisers, inspectors, & local contractors. 

11. My wife and I are strong supporters of the tiny house according units. We have been looking to 
add something similar for our parents when they need assistance and would like to rent out the 
unit until then. There should be no parking issues for our property as we have room in front and 
in back for another vehicle. While it would be tight, we would still meet all safety code distances 
for fire. Not approving this because of "students" taking up parking is absurd. Every other house 
on our block is already a student rental and there are no parking issues. In addition, almost all of 
these houses already have a 2nd building separated from the main structure they're using to 
house students. The city is missing out on some MAJOR taxes if these aren't registered as rentals 
in the area. Passing this measure would only increase affordable living for students, increase 
owners incomes, and increase city revenues. Perhaps if we're that worried about parking we 
could hire 3 to 5 designated police officers to enforce just parking violations...or a zoning 



enforcer so the city quits missing out on income from people not registering their properties as 
rentals. 

12. I think that this proposal is a long time in coming. I am dealing with a 91 year old mother who 
has resisted going into a senior housing situation. She wanted to age in place and the fact that 
she could possibly have had something built on her huge and underused lot that is just growing 
weeds could accommodate her aging and disability issues while living with family and having her 
privacy would have been a Godsend. It is too late for her now because currently she is 
recovering from a fractured hip and may never walk again. This would solve so many problems 
when it comes to elderly care within multi-generational families who are struggling and want to 
take care of their elderly parents, but can't afford the independent or nursing homes. 

13. I would be most interested. I am now maturing (74) and need an independent but small 
residence where I can fend for myself. Major, MAJOR issue? $ Rent. Must be "affordable". Good 
idea. Heartily support it. 

14. I strongly support amending the zoning laws to allow for secondary dwelling units on R1 
properties for the following reasons: housing support for low income and elderly in community 
setting, buffer the coming economic shrinkage currently happening as a result of covid so that 
fewer people end up on the street, encourage small neighborhood cooperative living 
arrangements that allows for cost sharing of mortgage, meals, utilities among elders, single 
moms, etc living together. I also highly encourage creative approaches to off grid power, water 
catchment and composting toilets for tiny houses where there is interest. Bringing solar to a 
1500 square foot home is prohibitively expensive for most folks but a tiny house can be set up 
with self sufficient power for a fraction of the cost - thereby strenghtening Tucson's resiliency in 
the face of increasing power outages during summer. If people knew their 'cool down' room 
always had power this would be a first step to a brighter future. Encourage cooperative buying 
clubs for solar to get off grid for these types of ventures so that a whole street could engage 
(and bond?) together. The current off grid tie in model is useless in the event of catastrophic 
grid failure because as soon as the grid goes down, without an on site battery backup people are 
at the mercy of the elements. Thank you for taking the time to read my comments.  

15. I fully support this change. I hope it goes though. It helps family’s manage elderly parents and 
keeps cost down. 

16. Pro accessory dwelling units! Please allow your citizens to use their property as they see fit. 
Need to have a way to keep my elderly parents close by that allows us all to have our own 
space. 

17. Building ADU's are an excellent idea! It would help with so many people....elderly parents 
needing care, single parents trying to 'get on their feet' while caring for their children, young 
adults getting their start in a career, marginally homeless relatives needing an opportunity to 
build their life, etc. I think there should be not only permission to build but also programs and 
incentives to actually encourage such building. Building ADU's would promote stronger families 
and safer communities (through less desperation and poverty). 

18. YES! I'm pro-ADUs. In fact, I'd push for as many dwellings as possible-- infill!! We need infill to 
make our city more walkable and amenable to public transit. 

19. Beautiful option for Grandma , or to help with foreclosures, supplemental income. 
20. This is a great ideas and something that I consider for my own parents! Please pass this so 

Tucsonans have more options instead of nursing homes. It is not just elderly who benefit but 



also families that are need of housing at lower costs. With a lower cost for homes, people’s 
income can be spent in different areas and peoples GDP will be put in a broader spectrum of 
Tucson’s economy! I love Tucson! Let’s be an example for other cities to follow! 

21. Make these legal and accessible. 
22. I'm retired on a very modest income, I dream of a situation where I could offset a part of the 

rent by doing chores, as in groundskeeping, dog and or children walking, dinner prep, I would 
find it so rewarding being useful, as it is now I have no family near me that I've seen in ten years, 
who can afford to travel? These ideas were formulated way before the pandemic of covid19! 
Win-win 

23. We need more co-housing options like this available to help the many Tucsonans who cannot 
afford rent or mortgage and our rising homeless rates, especially with the economic hardships 
many are facing due to the pandemic. This could allow people at risk of homelessness or 
needing less expensive living arrangements to stay housed. It could also generate additional 
income for homeowners/landlords which would benefit the city economically. I am a single 
mother unemployed from the pandemic and I would greatly benefit from finding a housing (or 
office) situation such as this. Affordable housing and affordable offices are extremely difficult to 
find in Tucson right now. Many families also need units like this to help elderly family members 
who cannot live independently. The cost of elder care facilities is impossible for many families 
and with the pandemic the health risks of such facilities are frightening. Additionally, flexible 
zoning for such structures might also be beneficial and worth considering. For example if these 
could be used as massage studios, small business offices, etc they could help independent 
workers find more affordable rental options to increase work opportunities for self-employed 
professionals, artists, alternative health care professionals, etc. 

24. I fully support progressive zoning. I do no support over-regulation. Increased density in the 
Urban core is essential to sustainable city planning. 

25. I am in support of the city approving the zoning necessary for homeowners to build Accessory 
Dwelling Units (ADUs). I was born in Tucson and have both owned and rented single-family 
houses, and am leaving Tucson within 4 months largely because housing and rental prices have 
made Tucson less affordable. It's sad to be pushed out of my hometown simply because the 
influx of outside investors and lack of housing supply have increased the prices beyond my 
ability to pay (ask all of the Californians who are moving here!). Allowing ADUs is a simple step 
(along with aggressive upzoning, but that's another issue) to increase density and affordability of 
housing within Tucson. 

26. I hope that City of Tucson will also consider allowing the addition of a full kitchen in casitas built 
on lots zoned as R1, allowing them to become Accessory Dwelling Units. Currently, the rule 
allowing only a kitchenette is quite limiting, making casitas on R1 lots less desirable as 
affordable housing and discouraging home food preparation, which can be more cost effective 
and healthy for residents. Changing this provision would also be an easy way to increase the 
number of Accessory Dwelling Units in Tucson without need for further construction, meeting 
the City of Tucson's sustainability goals. 

27. ADUs are an important way of creating affordable housing and fostering aging-in-place 
opportunities. The typical large-lot zoning was done in a era when land was cheap and 
transportation was not an issue. Judiciously modifying the codes to build in flexibility is a cost 
effective way to take advantage of existing infrastructure. Allowing former school sites and 



appropriate fallow commercial land to be used for small-square-footage SFR development is an 
other way to create affordable housing that should be seriously explored. 

28. I support the proposal. The city needs more housing stock and this would be a way to help ease 
the housing crisis. It will be incredibly difficult for future generations to afford Tucson if we don't 
do something to help alleviate this. And, it doesn't cost any taxpayer money. 

29. I was unable to make the virtual meetings but am a strong proponent of ADUs and believe them 
to be a tool that will help benefit the city. I have first hand experience designing and living 
among ADUs in Portland, OR and have seen how they can bring flexibility to multigenerational 
families wishing to live together and financial opportunities to first time homebuyers who would 
not be able to otherwise afford housing in the denser walkable neighborhoods that are desired 
without an option for supplemental income. ADUs also offer a passive path for more affordable 
housing and increasing density using existing properties and infrastructure. Please look to these 
other jurisdictions who have had success implementing ADUs. Thanks. 

30. I’m supportive of ADU’s. I think they should be allowed citywide in residential areas. Question, 
will there be an inspection process / permit required to have an ADU? 

31. ADU's are an excellent idea that should be implemented. I would strongly encourage the use of 
factory built buildings as well. Both Modular and Manufactured Homes can be very flexible in 
their design, and it wouldn't be difficult to have them conform to certain building requirements 
or to add exterior finishes. The exteriors can have stucco added, the homes can be ground-set 
(ground-level). These units can be more quickly constructed, and are more affordable and cost-
effective for the average Buyer. Relegating the construction of the casitas/ADU's to site-built 
builders further exacerbates the problem many builders are already seeing across Tucson and 
Pima County: the lack of available GC's and trades people, limited construction materials, extra-
long build times, and pricing increases that are constricting affordability. Factory-built 
manufactured and modular homes can be built faster, less expensively, are able to conform to 
existing (and proposed) building code/guidelines, conform to FHA guidelines, and even conform 
to exterior façade and neighborhood design requirements. These units do not look like a 
"trailer", nor do they have to - in fact, we can make them look like whatever is needed to best 
serve our communities. From a "green" standpoint, these factory built housing units have a 
smaller carbon footprint ( https://www.triadfs.com/news/manufactured-homes-and-their-
carbon-footprint ). Furthermore, since the construction cycle is much shorter than traditional 
on-site construction, factory-built homes would reduce traffic congestion in residential areas - a 
concern that was expressed a few times at the meeting I attended. Restricting this method of 
construction would be a detriment to the public good, and result in limited development 
opportunities for those who would benefit the most from these ADU's. If the purpose is to truly 
help multi-generational families, or to supplement the incomes of those who need it most, there 
should be a wide variety of options to choose from so that this benefit may be applied and 
explored by all. I'm happy to provide additional information, examples of products/homes, or 
discuss this in greater detail. I have a Master's Degree in Real Estate Development, am an 
Associate Real Estate Broker, a Mortgage Loan Originator, Land specialist & designated mentor, 
am a 3rd generation manufactured home specialist, and I am actively involved in committees at 
the Tucson Association of Realtors. I want to help the community, and I think we have a great 
opportunity to extend a much needed hand. Thank you for your consideration. 



32. I could not attend the meetings but just watched the recording and read much of the 
background material. In addition to meeting the city's commendable goals as stated for housing 
equity, sustainability and age-friendly neighborhood preservation, an ADU would provide our 
family the best opportunity to support an immediate family member with a developmental 
disability in an independent living situation by converting an existing brick laundry/storage 
structure into an ADU without having to rezone our property from R1 to R2. It would also be less 
expensive than the family member renting elsewhere, and their proximity would assist us as 
homeowners as we age. 

33. I think it is a fabulous idea to infill areas close to the downtown & UofA. Urban sprawl is the 
bane of our planet, and local environment. Sure, some ADC's might become student rentals, but 
having youth in a neighborhood is a good thing. If some kids get out of control, then get them 
red tag stickered a few times and they'll figure it out. Better yet, walk over and speak to them, 
establish a relationship. Demonstrate to them how a society behaves when in close proximity. 
This type of development would give a neighbor an avenue to add value to their property. I'd 
rather have my neighbor make some profit, hiring local builders and architects to develop their 
own property. I'd rather not see another Megalopolis Student/Apt. Tower go up so 1) we lose 
our views to our mountains 2) profits go to out of town cookie-cutter investors 3) young people 
don't learn how to live in contact with their community. Also of course, a neighbor with a 
smaller lot, and possibly less income might be able to swing a smaller construction loan and 
actually move a family member onto their lot - be it an elderly or young family member. I will 
ask that the development of ADC's be done in as ecologically rewarding way as possible. Less 
blading of all trees and native vegetation, more rain water harvesting, discounts on permits for 
solar, etc. Time moves on, this whole area was desert a relatively short time ago, then it 
developed over time. We just happen to be living in another potential growth spurt...of our own 
design! Tucson resident since 1986. 

34. Would love to bring Tucson up to pace with cities who are providing options for increased urban 
density. potentially more business to town and retain young professionals 

35. ADUs are a great idea for owner occupied properties to expand living spaces for extended 
family. Due to the price of housing, grandparents and children are often living with parents for a 
longer period of time. Any model that provides funding for an owner of a property to build an 
affordable ADU - possible kit homes - would be great. Investor oriented ADU would drastically 
change the neighborhood because neither investors nor renters have a vested interest in the 
neighborhood. They really have no incentive to maintain the homes because it cost either the 
investor or renter money. ...my neighbors literally say "I am just a renter"....so I pull their weeds 
to avoid poisoning the soil with Roundup when the city gives the landlord a ticket and they take 
the cheapest route. We are at about 25% rental on my long block and I would not recommend 
going any higher. The rentals are easy to detect with lots of cars, peeling paint, barking dogs, 
multiple tenants each year, weeds, more people in the dwelling than they are meant to 
accommodate, etc. Many of the large lots in our neighborhood were converted to 6 plex rental 
units which totally change the feel of the neighborhood. More noise, more street parking, more 
motion detector lights etc. Instead of allowing a rental 6 plex, another option would to be to 
take a large lot and provide financial assistance for ADUs in the form of kit homes to be 
purchased by the occupants. A perfect example of this is the 10 unit Sears and Roebuck kit 
homes on east side Granada just south of 6th street. It is essentially high density living where 



everyone owns their own unit and the units are in a horseshoe shape around a center courtyard 
with trees to block views into other neighboring homes. It is a stellar example of high density 
housing. Even the flippers that have come into our neighborhood are stuccoing the block homes 
and putting in cheap windows that mimic the other cookie cutter homes in the new 
developments. We are allowing their ideas and ability to make money to change the character 
of our neighborhood. Please consider providing more opportunities for home owners to develop 
their own neighborhood in keeping with the existing housing while increasing the density of the 
population in the center city. 

36. I think it's a wonderful concept 
37. I support the ADU initiative. It's a very low impact way of increasing urban density and matches 

well the multi-generational family structures we see in Tucson, as well as the significant 
seasonal UA population. 

38. I support to allow Accessory Dwelling Units but without imposing a higher property Tax 

 



 
 
 
Dear Koren, Dan and other PDSD staff: 
  
We are writing to express our concerns over the proposed Accessory Dwelling Unit 
(ADU) zoning code amendment.  
  
We are Feldman’s Neighborhood Association and have dealt with predatory and 
destructive housing practices in the past, as well as a rapidly inflating housing market. 
This puts us in the position of needing more affordable housing in Feldman’s as well as 
wanting to reduce the negative impacts that something like ADUs could present. As you 
know, Michael Goodman decimated large portions of our neighborhood to build 6-
bedroom, 6-bathroom homes that were rented out by the room to individual and 
unrelated tenants. This has resulted in loss of character and loss of community, as well 
as decreased property values around his properties. We are concerned that we may 
experience similar unintended consequences from new ADUs. 
  
We have heard the arguments that have been made in support of the proposed ADU 
code amendment, from providing affordable housing for families to supporting low-
income seniors to racial justice. Many neighborhood representatives have attended City 
meetings on this issue and have made our concerns known. However, we would like to 
understand specifically how the proposed ADU code amendment will address a few 
issues: 
  
1. Affordable housing:  Feldman’s would like new housing stock to be available to long 
term tenants. We would like to avoid short-term rental properties, dormitory style 
housing, and predatory housing generally. Some solutions we would like you to 
consider: 
  
-Impact fees for ADUs that are developer-built 
-Owner-occupants able to build ADUs with fees waived 
  
We support the ideal of homeowners able to have some passive income while 
increasing quality housing within our neighborhood.  We don’t think the current proposal 
fully embodies that ideal. Due to Prop. 207, we believe that incentives are the best way 
to support the housing policies we want. 
  
2. Green space:  The City of Tucson is actively promoting density as sustainable. 
However, old growth trees are often cut down to make way for new development, 
accelerating the heat island effect. We note that the current proposal does not require 
any increase in tree canopy for new ADUs.  We think this is problematic. 



  
3. Architectural quality:  How do we ensure that the proposed pre-approved building 
plans are compatible with existing architecture?  How do we maintain quality housing 
stock as exists in our historic neighborhoods? Feldman’s is partly an NPZ, but how will 
we maintain architectural integrity in the one-third of our neighborhood that has 
commercial zoning and is thus ineligible for NPZ zoning?  How will neighborhoods with 
no HPZ or NPZ maintain their architectural integrity?  
  
4. Sustainability:  How do we address sustainability beyond requiring cool 
roofs?  Australia and Portland https://www.pdxhes.com/ require home energy efficiency 
inspections for new construction. Is it possible to add an energy audit to the existing 
inspections?  Could builders be incentivized to add more insulation than currently 
required, include water harvesting features, or otherwise incorporate sustainable 
features?  
  
5. Parking requirements:  We note that the proposed regulations reduce car storage 
requirements. We would like to see more explicit language in the code amendment 
promoting car-free housing. Parking reduction should be combined with a requirement 
to enhance bicycle/transit/pedestrian amenities. We have had negative experiences of 
multiple cars parked in front yards, blocking driveways, and preventing trash collection, 
especially in housing closer to the university. Are there ways of reducing car storage 
requirements for ADUs while preventing crowded street parking? For 
example, https://opticosdesign.com/work/culdesac-tempe/ requires tenants to sign an 
agreement that they will not park a car on site or in the surrounding neighborhoods. 
  
6. Activated alleys/streets:  We see the potential for positive neighborhood change. 
Some existing alleys function as narrow neighborhood streets, for example South 
Railroad Avenue in Armory Park and Bean Avenue in West University. We would like to 
see incentives such as waived fees/requirements for expansion of a property on a 
substandard lot size, setbacks or other mechanisms to promote houses, porches, and 
usable spaces in our alleys. We do not want opaque walls over four feet tall, blank 
facades, or additional garage doors opening directly onto our alleys. 
 
7. Additional burden of monitoring code compliance:  Rental properties owned by 
absentee landlords sometimes contain dilapidated structures on dirt lots full of trash and 
junk vehicles. Code violations can take many months to rectify.  We hope that increased 
ADU construction will not contribute to this phenomenon, but we would like the code 
amendment to contain a one-year sunset provision, so that it is possible to course 
correct if necessary.  The one-year review should include neighborhood feedback on 
our experience with ADUs.  If the ordinance is renewed after the initial one-year sunset, 
we’d like the new ordinance to incorporate a two-year sunset. 
  
Sincerely, 
Feldman’s Neighborhood Association Board 

https://www.pdxhes.com/
https://opticosdesign.com/work/culdesac-tempe/


From: Koren Manning
To: Daniel Bursuck
Subject: Fw: Proposed Accessory Dwelling
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 3:43:22 PM
Attachments: m6.pdf

From: Bill Ford <wlfa@earthlink.net>
Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 2:52 PM
To: Clayton Trevillyan <Clayton.Trevillyan@tucsonaz.gov>; Koren Manning
<Koren.Manning@tucsonaz.gov>; Rebecca Ruopp <Rebecca.Ruopp@tucsonaz.gov>; Maria Gayosso
<generalplanupdate@tucsonaz.gov>
Cc: Diana Lett <paruni@dakotacom.net>; Joan Hall <joanchall@yahoo.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL]Proposed Accessory Dwelling
 
Clayton, et. al.,
 
Thank to you and the city planning team for putting the ZOOM together on the accessory dwelling
proposal.   Please allow me to input my two cents on the subject and forward this,  as I do not have
the right email list of the co-hosts who I wanted to include.  Please regard my two cents on the topic:
 
10 years ago, we were rocked by the explosion of mini-dorms prior to removing group dwelling use
from our zoning.   In Feldman’s (FNA), one key developer spent his early years hoarding properties. 
He finished most of his work before the City fully weighed in; all while his plans were obviously not
single family.  I believe FNA lost close to 60 parcels and rendered adjacent properties un-investable
for single family.  I don’t support that.
 
This happened because our neighborhood was deteriorated in many areas and had no protection. 
Today developers can still pencil out smaller  (4 unit resident or less) “legal” group dwelling units do
not trigger the term in R1 and R2 such as the one I attached which is subject to being built in
Feldman’s.  It is still potentially destructive to the historic neighborhoods that surround us if not
designed with the greatest care.   Our only protection is the advisory level NPZ and quality
investment.
 
Regarding STR’s, they can be beneficial and should be a part of this topic.  Short term rental’s ( STR )
are a current topic in state legislation in an effort to curtail their existence.  Currently,  STR’S are
 buffered from disclosure and Airbnb pays the city use taxes.  I don’t oppose Airbnb style STR’s.  They
are mostly good and at times bad when being disrespectful, bad players, if you will.  Most Airbnb
users expect and invest in quality while looking for better self-policing to constantly improve the
experience for all.  You will never see a neighborhood complain about a 5 star rated super-host.
 
We need to know how to include STR’s in the picture and not regulate them out of use in our
vulnerable neighborhoods.  That time is coming and I recommend Clayton and his team get ready to
champion codes to safely address them in a category of their own, as they don’t fit into anything we

mailto:Koren.Manning@tucsonaz.gov
mailto:Daniel.Bursuck@tucsonaz.gov



Project Data                                                                                                                                
OWNERS:


ADDRESS:


PARCEL:


LEGAL DESCRIPTION:


LOT SIZE:


SITE ZONING:


SQUARE FOOTAGE:
(E) LIVING  = 684 S.F.
(E) CARPORT.   =  ?S.F.
(E) PATIO =  ? S.F.


DRIVE =  ? S.F.


NEW SFR 1ST FLOOR = 584 S.F.
2ND FLOOR = 1,084 S.F.


NEW GARAGE = S.F.


LOT COVERAGE
  


APPLICABLE CODES:   2018 IRC 
NUMBER OF STORIES:   one 
HEIGHT TO TOP OF RIDGE:   16'-0" A.F.G. 
FIRE PROTECTION:  none required


Code Review                                                                                                                     


City of Tucson Inclusive Home Design                                                                                                                                                                           


301.1 Scope. The provisions of this chapter shall apply where required by the scoping provisions 


adopted by the administrative authority or by Chapters 4 through 10.
303.1 General. Changes in level in floor or ground surfaces shall comply with Section 303.2 and 303.3.


303.2 Vertical. Changes in level of 1/4 inch (6 mm) high maximum shall be permitted to be vertical.


303.3 Beveled. Changes in level between 1/4 inch (6 mm) high minimum and 1/2 inch (13 mm) high 
maximum shall be beveled with a slope not steeper than 1:2.


303.4 Ramped. Changes in level greater than ½ inch (13mm) shall be ramped.


308.1 General. Reach ranges shall comply with Section 308.


308.2 Forward Reach.
308.2.1 Unobstructed. Where a forward reach is unobstructed, the high forward reach shall be 48 inches 


(1220 mm) maximum and the low forward reach shall be 15 inches (380 mm) minimum above the floor or 


ground.
308.3 Side Reach.


308.3.1 Unobstructed. Where a clear floor or ground space allows a parallel approach to an element and 


the side reach is unobstructed, the high side reach shall be 48 inches (1220 mm) maximum and the low 
side reach shall be 15 inches (380 mm) minimum above the floor or ground.


EXCEPTION: Existing elements shall be permitted at 54 inches (1370 mm) maximum above the floor or 


ground.
309.3 Height. Operable parts shall be placed within one or more of the reach ranges specified in Section 


308.2.1 and 308.3.1.


electrical reachable range of 15" minimum and 48" maximum above finished floor


EXCEPTIONS:


1. Where the use of special equipment dictates otherwise.
2. Where electrical and communications systems receptacles are not normally intended for use by 


building occupants.


401.1 Scope. Accessible routes required by the scoping provisions adopted by the administrative 
authority shall comply with the applicable provisions of this chapter.


402.1 General. Accessible routes shall comply with Section 402.


402.2 Components. Accessible routes shall consist of one or more of the following components: 
Walking surfaces with a slope not steeper than 1:20, doorways, ramps, curb ramps, elevators, and 


wheelchair (platform) lifts. All components of an accessible route shall comply with the applicable 


portions of this standard adopted by the Mayor and Council and as amended by these local 


amendments.
403.5 Clear Width. Clear width of an accessible route shall comply with Table 403.5.


Consecutive segments of 32 inches (815 mm) wide must be separated by a route segment 48 inches 


(1220 mm) long minimum and 36 inches (915mm) wide minimum.
404.1 General. Doors and doorways that are part of an accessible route shall comply with Sections 


404.2.5 and 404.2.7.


404.2.5 Thresholds at Doorways. Thresholds, if provided, at doorways shall be 1/2 inch (13 mm) high 
maximum.


Raised thresholds and changes in level at doorways shall comply with Sections 303.1, 303.2 and 303.3 


only.
404.2.7 Door Hardware. Handles, pulls, latches, locks, and other operable parts on accessible doors 


shall have a shape that is easy to grasp with one hand and does not require tight grasping, pinching, or 


twisting of the wrist to operate. Such hardware shall be 34 inches (865 mm) minimum and 48 inches 
(1220 mm) maximum above the floor or ground. Where sliding doors are in the fully open position, 


operating hardware shall be exposed and usable from both


sides. This requirement shall not apply to pocket doors.


EXCEPTION: Locks used only for security purposes and not used for normal operation are permitted in 
any location.


604.5 Grab Bars. Grab bars for water closets shall comply with Section 609. Grab bars shall be provided 


on the rear wall and on the side wall closest to the water closet. All grab bar requirements apply to blocking 
only for future installation in accordance with section 1003.11.2.


607.4 Grab Bars. Grab bars shall comply with Sections 607.4 and 609.


607.4.1.1 Bathtubs with Permanent Seats: Back Wall. Two grab bars shall be provided on the back wall, 
one complying with Section 609.4 and the other 9 inches above the rim of the bathtub. Each grab bar 


shall be 15 inches (380mm) maximum from the head end wall and 12 inches (305mm) maximum from the 


foot end wall.
607.4.2.1 Bathtubs without Permanent Seats: Back Wall. Two grab bars shall be provided on the back 


wall, one complying with Section 609.4 and the other 9 inches (230mm) above the rim of the bathtub. 


Each grab bar shall be 24 inches (610mm) long minimum and shall be 24 inches (610mm) maximum from 
the head end wall and 12 inches (305mm) maximum from the foot end wall.


609.4 Position of Grab Bars. Grab bars shall be mounted in a horizontal position, 33 inches (840 mm) 


minimum and 36 inches (915 mm) maximum above the floor.
EXCEPTION: Height of grab bars on the back wall of a bathtub shall comply with Sections 607.4.1.1 and 


607.4.1.2.


610.4 Structural Strength. Allowable stresses in bending, shear, and tension shall not be exceeded for 
materials used where a vertical or horizontal force of 250 pound (1112 N) is applied at any point on the seat, 
fastener mounting device, or supporting structure.


1001.1 Scoping. Dwelling units required to be accessible by the scoping provisions adopted by the 
administrative authority shall comply with the applicable provisions of this chapter.


1003.1 General. Dwelling units shall comply with Sections 1003.2, 1003.3, 1003.5, 1003.9 and 1003.11, as 
amended by these local amendments.
1003.2 Accessible Entrance. There shall be at least one accessible entrance on an accessible route from 
public and common areas, including, but not limited to, a driveway or public street or sidewalk. This entrance 
shall not be to a bedroom. This entrance may be through a garage using the garage overhead door for ingress. 
Please note that if the accessible entrance is to be on an exterior or under porch slab, that all weep screed 
clearances for stud wall construction need to be respected. Compliance shall require either:
• A recessed channel in the exterior slab a minimum of 2 inches deep under the weep screed at the most
shallow point, sloped to drain, and with a horizontal width projecting a minimum of one inch beyond the edge of
the finished wall.
• Raising the stud wall on a minimum 2” concrete or masonry stem wall.
• Any other listed or designed method.


1003.3 Accessible Route. Accessible routes within dwelling units shall comply with Sections 1003.3.1 and 
1003.3.2.
EXCEPTION: The following are not required to be on an accessible route:
1. A raised floor area in a portion of a living, dining, or sleeping room
2. A sunken floor area in a portion of a living, dining, or sleeping room
3. A mezzanine that does not have plumbing fixtures or an enclosed habitable space
4. Rooms located on a floor other than that served by the accessible entrance
1003.3.1 Location. At least one accessible route shall connect all spaces and elements which are a part of 
the dwelling unit. Where only one accessible route is provided, it shall not pass through restrooms, closets, or 
similar spaces.
1003.3.2 Components. Accessible routes shall consist of one or more of the following elements: walking 
surfaces with a slope not steeper than 1:20, doorways, ramps, elevators, and wheelchair (platform) lifts.
1003.4 Walking Surfaces. Walking surfaces that are part of an accessible route shall comply with Sections 
1003.4.1
and 1003.4.2.
1003.4.1 Width. Clear width of an accessible route shall comply with Section 403.5.


1003.4.2 Changes in Level. Changes in level shall comply with Section 303 except Section 303.4.


EXCEPTION: Where exterior deck, patio or balcony surface materials are impervious, the finished exterior 
impervious surface shall be 4 inches (100 mm) maximum below the finished floor level of the adjacent interior 
spaces of the dwelling unit.
1003.5 Doors and Doorways. Doors and doorways shall comply with Sections 1003.5.1 and 1003.5.2 as 
amended by these local amendments.


1003.5.1 Accessible Entrance Door. The accessible entrance door to the dwelling unit shall comply with 
Section 404.2.5 and 404.2.7, as amended by these local amendments.


EXCEPTION: Maneuvering clearances required by Section 404.2.4 shall not be required on the dwelling unit 
side of the primary entrance door.
1003.5.2 User Passage Doorways. Doorways on an accessible route intended for user passage shall 
comply with Sections 404.2.7 and 1003.5.2.1 through 1003.5.2.3.
1003.5.2.1 Clear Width. Doorways shall have a clear opening of 30 inches (765 mm) minimum. Clear 
opening of swinging doors shall be measured between the face of the door and stop, with the door open 90 
degrees.
1003.5.2.2 Thresholds. Thresholds shall comply with Section 303.1, 303.2, and 303.3.


EXCEPTION: Thresholds at exterior sliding doors shall be permitted to be 3/4 inch (19 mm) high maximum 
provided they are beveled with a slope not steeper than 1:2.
1003.5.2.4 Double Leaf Doorways. Where an inactive leaf with operable parts more than 48 inches (1220 
mm) above the floor or ground is provided, the active leaf shall provide the clearance required by Section 
1003.5.2.1.


1003.9 Operable Parts. Lighting controls, electrical receptacles, environmental controls, and user controls 
for security or intercom systems shall comply with Section 309.3.
EXCEPTIONS:
1. Electrical receptacles serving a dedicated use.
2. Appliance mounted controls or switches.
3. A single outlet where all of the following conditions are met: (a) the outlet is above a length of countertop 
that is uninterrupted by a sink or appliance; and (b) at least one receptacle complying with Section 1003.9 is 
provided for that length of countertop; and (c) all other receptacles provided for that length of countertop 
comply with Section 1003.9.
4. Floor electrical receptacles.
5. Plumbing fixture controls.
6. HVAC diffusers.
7. Ceiling fan mounted controls.


1003.11.2 Grab Bar Reinforcement. In bathrooms on the accessible route, reinforcement shall be provided 
for future installation of grab bars and shower seats at water closets, bathtubs, and shower compartments so 
as to permit installation of grab bars and seats complying with Section 604.5, 607.4, or 610. Reinforcement 
shall be provided for future installation of grab bars meeting those requirements.
EXCEPTION: Reinforcement is not required in a room containing only a lavatory and a water closet, provided 
that the room does not contain the only lavatory or water closet on the accessible level of the dwelling 
unit.Blocking need not be installed behind a fiberglass shower surround. Nothing in this ordinance shall be 
construed as requiring the installation of grab bars or shower seats referred to in Sections 604.5, 607.4 and 
610.


All SFR and Duplex plans submitted after March 1, 2009 require a solar water system,
or future installation preparation City of Tucson Ordinance #10549 with one of the
following provisions: ½"control conduit and two ¾" copper piping for water with rooftop
termination; straight 3" capped sleeve; or an accessible attic (clear path 30" wide
x 30" high) over the water heater
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1.  SITE INFORMATION SHOWN ON THESE PLANS WAS 
OBTAINED FROM TOPOGRAPHIC  INFORMATION FROM 
PIMA COUNTY DEVELOPEMENT SERVICES. 
2.  CONTRACTOR SHALL VERIFY EXACT LOCATION OF ALL 
UTILITY STUBS PRIOR TO  CONSTRUCTION, TO ASSURE 
AVAILABILITY OF UTILITY SERVICES. CALL BLUE STAKE 
PRIOR  TO EXCAVATION. 
3.  CONTRACTOR SHALL VERIFY EXACT LOCATION OF 
RESIDENCE AT SITE  WITH OWNER AND ARCHITECT.  
4.  UNIMPROVED DISTURBED AREAS RESULTING FROM 
OPERATIONS ON THIS  LOT SHALL BE LANDSCAPED WITH 
DROUGHT RESISTANT NATIVE PLANTING MATERIALS. 
5.  MAJOR VEGETATION AND SAGUAROS SHALL BE 
PROTECTED FROM DAMAGE DURING  CONSTRUCTION OR 
SHALL BE REMOVED OR RELOCATED. 
6.  EXCESS SOIL GENERATED FROM THE EARTHWORK 
OPERATIONS SHALL BE REMOVED FROM THE SITE AND 
LAWFULLY DISPOSED OF OR OTHERWISE PLACED  SO AS 
TO BECOME AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE SITE 
DEVELOPMENT. 
7. EXISTING FFE WILL BE LOCAL BENCHMARK
8. PROVIDE CONC. SPLASH BLOCK AT ALL SCUPPER 
LOCATIONS


Site Notes


Site Legend


F.F.E.


FLOW


FINISH FLOOR ELEVATION


DRAINAGE FLOW DIRECTION


S


W


UGE


SANITARY SEWER LINE


WATER LINE


UNDERGROUND ELECTRICAL SERVICE


EXTERIOR ACCESSIBLE ROUTE
PER PIMA COUNTY INCLUSIVE
HOME DESIGN ORDINANCE


NEW CONTOURS


EXISTING CONTOURS


EASEMENT


SETBACK


PROPERTY LINE


EXISTING CONTOURS TO BE REMOVED


P.P. POWER POLE


Grading Notes


Grading Calc.


TOTAL SITE AREA =  11,032 S.F. 
LIMITS OF GRADING AREA =  2,885 S.F. 
CUT =   0 (YRDS)  
FILL =   0 (YRDS)


I.   SITE SHALL BE GRADED AS SHOWN ON SITE PLAN. 
2.  ALL  CUTS AND FILLS SHALL BE LESS THAN 15 FEET IN 
HEIGHT. (UNO) 
3.  CUTS AND FILLS SHALL NOT ENCROACH INTO FLOODPLAIN 
OR BE DISPOSED OF OVER  SIDES OF HILLS OR RIDGES. 
4.  SLOPES 3:1 OR SHALLOWER SHALL BE REVEGETATED.
     SLOPES 2:1 TO 3:1 SHALL BE COVERED WITH ROCK RIP-RAP 
OVER FILTER FABRIC.
     SLOPES 2:1 AND STEEPER SHALL HAVE GROUTED RIP RAP.
5.  ALL RIP-RAP SHALL BE WITH NATIVE ROCK OR STONE 
WHICH BLENDS WITH THE NATURAL SETTING  
6.  ALL SLOPE TREATMENT FOR THE LOT SHALL BE 
COMPLETED PRIOR TO FINAL  INSPECTION OF THE SINGLE 
FAMILY RESIDENCE AND THE ISSUANCE OF A  CERTIFICATE 
OF OCCUPANCY. 
7.  ALL EXPOSED EXTERIOR WALLS OF DWELLING UNIT AND 
RETAINING WALL SHALL BE  PAINTED TO MATCH RESIDENCE. 
8. ALL EXPOSED EXTERIOR WALLS, AND ACCESSORY 
STRUCTURES SHALL BE EARTHTONE IN COLOR AND SHALL 
BLEND IN WITH THE NATURAL SETTING.  WHITE SHALL NOT BE 
PERMITTED.
9. ALL UTILITY TRENCHES AND/OR LEACH FIELDS ARE TO BE 
RESTORED AND REVEGETATED. 
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Floor  Plan Keynotes:


1. ALL EXTERIOR WALLS TO BE 1-COAT STUCCO 
SYSTEM OVER EXT. SHTG. OVER 2x6 WD STUDS @ 
16" O.C. W/ 1/2" GWB INT SIDE (M.R. AT WET 
LOCATIONS) CAVITY FILLED W/ R21 BATT INSUL. 
(MIN. R13 , R21 IS RECOMMENDED) U.N.O


2. ALL INT. WALLS TO 2x4 WD. STUDS @ 16" O.C. W/ 
1/2" GWB BOTH SIDES (M.R. AT WET LOCATIONS)  
(U.N.O.)


3. ALL FLOOR AND BASE FINISHES TO BE COORD. W/ 
OWNER


4. ALL DOORS TO HAVE ADA COMPLIANT LEVER 
HANDLES


5. FIRE BLOCKS FOR CONCEALED SPACES IN WALLS, 
PARTITIONS, FURRED SPACES, AT CEILING AND 
FLOOR LEVELS AND AT INTERVALS OF TEN FEET 
ALONG THE WALLS.  SECTION R602.8&  R302.11 
IRC. 


6. ACCESS DOORS FROM CONDITION SPACES TO 
UNCONDITIONED SPACES SHALL BE WEATHER-
STRIPPED AND INSULATED TO A LEVEL 
EQUIVALENT TO THE INSULATION ON THE 
SURROUNDING SURFACES. IRC SECTION N1102.2.4


General Floor  Plan Notes:
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Dimensioned Floor Plan


Key
Value Keynote Text


1/4" = 1'-0"


2nd Floor







Energy Conservation Info:
(TABLE N1102.1 2018 IRC)(NEW CONSTRUCTION ONLY)


GLAZING = .40 OR LOWER U FACTOR
DOOR            =  .40   OR LOWER U FACTOR 
SHGC            =  .25   OR LOWER 
SKYLIGHTS   =  .65 OR LOWER
WALL INSULATION  =  CONT R5 WITH R21 BATT IN WALL
CEILING INSULATION  =  R38 MIN.


GENERAL NOTE:
BUILDING THERMAL ENVELOPE SHALL COMPLY WITH IRC 2018 SECTIONS N1102.4.1.1 
AND N1102.4.1.2. THE SEALING METHODS BETWEEN DISSIMILAR MATERIALS SHALL 
ALLOW FOR DIFFERENTIAL EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION
- MUST BE IMPERMEABLE TO AIR FLOW
- MUST BE CONT. OVER THE ENTIRE BUILDING ENVELOPE
- MUST BE DURABLE OVER THE EXPECTED LIFETIME OF THE BUILDING
- ALL SEEMS AND EDGES MUST BE SEALED/TAPED PER MFGR. SPECIFICATIONS.


ALL MECHANICAL PIPING CAPABLE OF CARRYING FLUID ABOVE 105º F OR BELOW 55º F 
SHALL BE INSULATED TO MIN. OF R-2


ALL SUPPLY AND RETURN  DUCTS SHALL BE INSULATED TO MIN. R-6


ALL DUCTS AIR HANDLERS, FILTER BOXES, AND BUILDING, CAVITIES (NOT FOR SUPPLY 
AIR) USED AS DUCTS SHALL BE SEALED. JOINTS OF DUCT SYSTEMS SHALL BE MADE 
SUBSTANTIALLY AIRTIGHT BY MEANS OF TAPES, MASTICS, GASKETING OR OTHER 
APPROVED CLOSURE SYSTEMS


ALL OUTDOOR AIR INTAKES AND EXHAUSTS SHALL BE PROVIDED WITH DAMPERS 
(AUTOMATIC OR GRAVITY) TO EFFECTIVELY CLOSE WHEN VENTILATION SYSTEM IS NOT 
OPERATING


THE COMPONENTS OF THE BUILDING THERMAL ENVELOPE AS LISTED IN  TABLE 
N1102.4.1.1 SHALL BE INSTALLED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE MANUFACTURER'S 
INSTRUCTIONS AND THE CRITERIA LISTED IN TABLE N1102,4.1.1, AS APPLICABLE TO THE 
METHOD OF CONSTRUCTION. WHERE REQUIRED BY THE BUILDING OFFICIAL, AN 
APPROVED THIRD PARTY SHALL INSPECT ALL COMPONENTS AND VERIFY COMPLIANCE. 


N1102.4.1.2 (R402.4.1.2) TESTING. THE BUILDING OR 
DWELLING UNIT SHALL BE TESTED AND VERIFIED AS HAVING AN 
AIR LEAKAGE RATE OF NOT EXCEEDING 5 AIR CHANGES PER HOUR.
TESTING SHALL BE CONDUCTED WITH A BLOWER 
DOOR AT A PRESSURE OF 0.2 INCHES W.G. (50 PASCALS). 
WHERE REQUIRED BY THE BUILDING OFFICIAL, TESTING SHALL BE CONDUCTED BY AN 
APPROVED THIRD PARTY. A WRITTEN REPORT OF THE RESULTS OF THE TEST SHALL BE 
SIGNED BY THE PARTY CONDUCTING THE TEST AND PROVIDED TO THE BUILDING 
OFFICIAL. TESTING SHALL BE PERFORMED AT ANY TIME AFTER CREATION OF ALL 
PENETRATIONS OF THE BUILDING THERMAL ENVELOPE. 


DURING TESTING: 
1. EXTERIOR WINDOWS AND DOORS, FIREPLACE AND STOVE  DOORS SHALL BE 
CLOSED, BUT NOT SEALED, BEYOND THE  INTENDED WEATHERSTRIPPING OR OTHER 
INFILTRATION 
CONTROL MEASURES; 
2. DAMPERS INCLUDING EXHAUST, INTAKE, MAKEUP AIR,  BACKDRAFT AND FLUE 
DAMPERS SHALL BE CLOSED, BUT  NOT SEALED BEYOND INTENDED INFILTRATION 
CONTROL  MEASURES; 
3. INTERIOR DOORS, IF INSTALLED AT THE TIME OF THE TEST, 
SHALL BE OPEN; 
4. EXTERIOR DOORS FOR CONTINUOUS VENTILATION SYSTEMS  AND HEAT RECOVERY 
VENTILATORS SHALL BE CLOSED AND  SEALED; 
5. HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEMS, IF INSTALLED AT THE  TIME OF THE TEST, SHALL 
BE TURNED OFF; 
6. SUPPLY AND RETURN REGISTERS, IF INSTALLED AT THE TIME OF THE TEST, SHALL BE 
FULLY OPEN
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Door Schedule


Door
Number Door Type Door Size Door


Door Comments


Finish Frame


84 32" x 80"


85 36" x 80"


86 36" x 84"


87 16' x 8'


88 36" x 84"


90 32" x 80"


91 32" x 80"


92 32" x 80"


93 60" x 80"


94 60" x 80"


95 60" x 80"


96 32" x 80"


97 32" x 80"


98 32" x 80"


99 32" x 80"


100 32" x 80"


Window Schedule


Type Mark


Rough Opening


Type Material Finish
Head
Height Sill Height Count CommentsWidth Height


636 3' - 0" 4' - 0" Single Hung 7' - 0" 3' - 0" 1


671 2' - 6" 4' - 0" Single Hung 8


727 3' - 0" 5' - 0" Single Hung 6' - 8" 1' - 8" 5


1. PRIOR TO ORDERING, THE GENERAL CONTRACTOR (GC) AND EACH TRADE AND/OR SUPPLIER SHALL INSPECT 
ROUGH FRAMING AND EXAMINE ALL DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATIONS, INCLUDING THE INSTALLATION OF ALL 
HARDWARE, EQUIPMENT, FIXTURES, MATERIALS, ETC. PERTAINING TO THEIR PART OF THE WORK AS NECESSARY 
FOR A COMPLETE AND OPERABLE INSTALLATION.  


2. THE INSTALLATION OF ALL DOORS, FRAMES, HARDWARE, AND OTHER MATERIALS SHALL CONFORM TO THE 
RESPECTIVE MANUFACTURER'S RECOMMENDED INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS, UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE. 


3. SCHEDULES HEREIN ARE FOR THE CONVENIENCE OF THE CONTRACTOR (S) TO ASSIST IN UNDERSTANDING AND 
CONSTRUCTING THE PROJECT.  VERIFY THAT ALL ITEMS IN THE SCHEDULE (S) REFLECT THE DRAWINGS, 
SPECIFICATIONS, DETAILS, AND CHOICES THAT ARE NECESSARY BY THE OWNER.


4. OMISSIONS OR DISCREPANCIES IN THE DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATIONS SHALL BE BROUGHT TO THE ATTENTION 
OF THE ARCHITECT BY THE CONTRACTOR PRIOR TO WORK OR THE ORDERING OF DOORS, WINDOWS AND 
RELATED HARDWARE.


5. EXTERIOR ENTRY DOOR FRAMES SHALL BE 1-3/4" THICK SOLID WOOD AND PRIMED FOR PAINT. 
6. INTERIOR DOORS SHALL BE UNDERCUT 3/4" MAXIMUM ABOVE FLOOR FINISH (COORD, WITH FLOOR FINISH), 


UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE.  SEE SPECIFICATIONS FOR INFORMATION REGARDING MATERIAL


DOOR AND FRAME GENERAL NOTES


SEE PLAN FOR (T) - TEMPERED DESIGNATION


AT LEAST ONE WINDOW IN EACH BEDROOM TO BE AND EMERGENCY ESCAPE AND RESCUE OPENING WITH MAX. 44" SILL 
HEIGHT, MIN. 5.7 S.F. OPENING, MIN. 24" OPENING HEIGHT AND MIN. 20" OPENING WIDTH PER R310.
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North Elevation


3/16" = 1'-0"3
East Elevation


3/16" = 1'-0"2
South Elevation


3/16" = 1'-0"4
West Elevation
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Building Section


1/4" = 1'-0"2
Building Section


1/4" = 1'-0"4
Building Section


1/4" = 1'-0"5
Building Section
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Roof Plan







NOTE: PROVIDE 
FLASHING AND SEALANT 
AS RECOMENDED BY 
THE DOOR MFGR. FOR 
WATERPROOF
INSTALATION (TYP.)


3-1/2" ALUMINUM
THRESHOLD


DOOR SWEEP


DOOR - REFER 
TO SCHEDULE


STUCCO LINE 
BEYOND


CONC. SLOPE
TO DRAIN


CONC. SLAB


1
/2


" 
M


A
X


R-21 BATT 
INSULATION


1/2" GWB


WD. HEADER - REFER 
TO STRUCT.


SHIM SPACE


DOOR - REFER TO 
SCHEDULE FOR SIZE 
AND TYPE


DOOR FRAME 
AND STOP


STUCCO PAINT 
OVER 3-COAT
STUCCO


OVER
1 X 20 GA. LATH


OVER 1" FOAM 
OVER 1 LAYER 
GRADE 
"D" 60 MIN. BLDG. 
PAPER


OVER  EXT. SHTG.


SEALANT


1/2" GWB


2X WD. STUDS - REFER
TO PLAN


1/2" GWB


WOOD DOOR - REFER
TO SCHEDULE


HEADER


SHIM


FRAME &
DOOR STOP


DOOR TRIM


LINE OF PARAPET 
WALL
REGLET AND 
FLASHING


BUILT UP ROOFING


OVER PLYWD. SHTG. 
- SLOPE MIN. 1/2"/FT.


CONT. 3X6
EDGE BLKG.


JOIST
BATT INSULATION


STUCCO PAINT 
OVER 1-COAT
STUCCO


OVER
1 X 20 GA. LATH


OVER 1" FOAM 
OVER 1 LAYER 
GRADE 
"D" 60 MIN. BLDG. 
PAPER


OVER  EXT. 
SHTG.


OVER  2X6 WD.
STUDS @ 16" 
O.C.


STUCCO SYSTEM


REGLET AND 
FLASHING


BUILT UP ROOFING


PLYWD. SHTG. 


JOIST


BATT INSULATION


STUCCO PAINT 
OVER 1-COAT
STUCCO
OVER
1 X 20 GA. LATH


OVER 1" FOAM 
OVER 1 LAYER 
GRADE 
"D" 60 MIN. BLDG. 
PAPER


OVER  EXT. 
SHTG.


OVER  2X6 WD.
STUDS @ 16" 
O.C.


SEAL TOP OF BASE 
FLASHNG W/FABRIC 
AND MASTIC TO WALL


JOIST HANGER


LEDGER


CANT STRIP


BLOCKING AT SCUPPER


CARRY ROOFING MATERIAL
INTO SCUPPER AND SEAL
COMPLETELY - PER ROOF
MFGR. INSTRUCTIONS


STUCCO SYSTEM


7" X 7" SQ. 20 GA.
SHT. MTL SCUPPER
WITH NAILING 
FLANGE


COMPLETLY CAULK 
AT SCUPPER


1' - 0"


8"


PROVIDE 7"x7" 
OVERFLOW W/ 2" 
DAM


ROOF STRUCTURE


4" CANT STRIP


26 GA. FLASHING &
COUNTERFLASHING


CAULK & SEAL
WEATHER TIGHT


ROOF DECK


BUILT-UP ROOF


GALVANIZED NAIL
@ 8" O.C.


SCREWS PER MFGR.
REQ'MTS.


5/8" GWB


4"
8


"


2
"


LEAD FLASING BENT 
INSIDE VENT


VENT THRU ROOF


4# LEAD FLASHING


ROOF DECK


SEALANT ALL SIDES


BUILT-UP ROOFING
W/REINFORCING PLY.


4"  CONC. SLAB


MILLWORK AS 
APPLICABLE


2X6 WD. TREATED 
SILL PLATE


1/2" GWB


R-21 BATT 
INSULATION


2X6 WD. STUDS @ 
16" O.C.


FIN. GRADE


WEEP SCREED 
(MIN. 4" ABV. 
GRADE AND 2" 
ABV. PAVEMENT)


STUCCO PAINT


OVER 1-COAT STUCCO


OVER 1X 20 GA LATH


OVER 1" FOAM


OVER 1 LAYER GRADE
D - 60 MIN. BLDG. PAPER


OVER 3/8" EXT. SHTG.


6
"


STUCCO PAINT 
OVER
1-COAT STUCCO
SYSTEM 


OVER  14" BUILDING 
PAPER W/METAL
LATH OVER 1" FOAM


OVER 3/8" EXT. SHTG.


OVER 2X6 WD. STUDS
@ 16" O.C.


DBL. TOP PLATE


2x4 SHIM @ CENTER


2x6 WD. STUDS 
@ 16" O.C.


R-21 BATT INSUL.


1/2" GWB


STUCCO PAINT
OVER 1-COAT
STUCCO


OVER 1 X 20 GA.
LATH


OVER 1" FOAM OVER
1 LAYER GRADE D
60 MIN. BLDG. PAPER


OVER 3/8" EXT. SHTG.


SEALANT


SHIM PIECE


ALUMINUM WINDOW 
FRAME


DUAL PANE 
WINDOW
GLAZING


SLOPE TO DRAIN SEALANT


2x6 WD. STUDS 
@ 16" O.C.


R-21 BATT INSUL.


1/2" GWB


STUCCO PAINT
OVER 1-COAT
STUCCO


OVER 1 X 20 GA.
LATH


OVER 1" FOAM OVER
1 LAYER GRADE D
60 MIN. BLDG. PAPER


OVER 3/8" EXT. SHTG.


SEALANT
SHIM PIECE


ALUMINUM WINDOW 
FRAME


DUAL PANE 
WINDOW
GLAZING


WD. HEADER
REFER TO 
STRUCT.6


' 
- 


1
1


 3
/4


"
1


' 
- 


0
"


TRUSS


ANY CHANGES IN CEILING 
PLANS GWB TO RUN CONT. 
TYP.


3-PLY BUILT-UP 
ROOF


SEE M1.0 FOR 
FRESH-AIR 
VENTILATION


ROOF SHTG.


4" FIBER CANT (NO 
VENTING)


UNVENTED ATTIC AS PER 
CODE IRC SECTION R806.5
SHALL BE PERMITTED AS 
LONG AS FOLLOWING 
CONDITIONS ARE MET
1. THE UNVENTED ATTIC 
SPACE IS COMPLETELY 
CONTAINED WITHIN THE 
BUILDING THERMAL 
ENVELOPE
2. NO INTERIOR CLASS 1 
VAPOR RETARDERS ARE 
INSTALLED ON THE 
CEILING SIDE (ATTIC 
FLOOR) OF THE UNVENTED 
ENCLOSED RATER 
ASSEMBLY


UNFACED AIR PERMEABLE 
INSULATION (806.5.5-5.2)
LOCATED AT ROOF DECK 
SECURE TIGHT TO BOTTOM 
OF RIGID FOAM W/ NETTING 
TYP 


R-5 RIGID FOAM 
INSUL
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1/2" = 1'-0"13
Exterior Door Threshold


1 1/2" = 1'-0"12
Exterior Door Detail


1 1/2" = 1'-0"5
Interior Door Detail


3/4" = 1'-0"6
Roof Cricket


3/4" = 1'-0"7
Roof Flashing


3/4" = 1'-0"8
Scupper Detail


3/4" = 1'-0"9
Skylight Detail


1 1/2" = 1'-0"10
Roofing Vent


3/4" = 1'-0"1
Stud Wall Detail


3/4" = 1'-0"4
Stud Wall @ Parapet


1 1/2" = 1'-0"2
Window Sill Detail


1 1/2" = 1'-0"3
Window (Jamb/Head) Detail


1/2" = 1'-0"11
Arch Opening3/4" = 1'-0"


15
Non-Ventilation Detail







Div. 2.SITE WORK


A. GENERAL
1. SITE CONDITIONS: visit site and become aware of conditions under which 
work is to be performed and obstacles which may be encountered concerning work 
to be performed. Accept site as found at time of proposal.
2. UTILITIES: Coordinate utility work with appropriate trades. See site plan for 
information
3. NOTIFY "BLUE STAKES" 2 working days prior to any excavations, (phone #
1-800-782-5348).
4. Treat soil under slabs for protection against termites. Provide 5 year written 
guarantee against infestation.
5. Confine new work to contract areas.


B. DEMOLITION
1. Remove any existing foundations, paving, concrete, walls or other objects or 
materials, specified or not, as required for execution of site work this contract.


C. SITE PREPARATION
1. A soil engineering report has not been prepared 


D. STRUCTURE EXCAVATION AND BACKFILLING
1. Footings shall bear 12" minimum into native undisturbed soil or on engineer 
controlled fill to depths of footing width.
2. Footings shall be carried a minimum of 12 beyond the end of non 
continuous wails.
3. A soils testing laboratory shall be retained to make necessary tests of native 
materials to certify that they are satisfactory to support the design bearing 
pressure. The soils laboratory shall furnish in writing this certification of adequacy 
of bearing.
4. Shape footing trenches as closely as practicable to exact size of concrete.
5. Excavate bottom of footings and other pits and trenches level and true.
6. Owner shall retain the services of a geotechnical engineer for the 
observation and testing of the earth work and foundation preparation.
7. If a soils report has not been provided a 95% compaction is required.


E. DRAINAGE
1. Good site drainage shall be provided during construction. Infiltration of 
surface runoff into foundation excavations must be prevented during construction.  
Backfill against footings and in utility line trenches shall be compacted as 
recommended. 


F. LANDSCAPING:
1. Verification: verify existing conditions within landscape areas with drawings 
prior to submittal of bid and inform Architect of discrepancies.
2. Landscape design: Contractor to submit landscape design to Architect prior 
to commencing with work.
a. Plants shall be guarantees for healthy growth for a period of 6 months from 
substantial completion.
b. Plants shall be of low water use, arid climate variety.
c. Landscape Contractor shall install drip irrigation system sufficient to supply 
proposed landscape design.
d. Landscape design shall be in accordance with the Pima County 
specifications.
e. Landscape Contractor to evaluate topsoil condition and import sufficient 
amount and quality of topsoil as required.


Div. 3.CONCRETE


A. Refer to structural notes on structural drawings.


Div. 1.GENERAL PROJECT REQUIREMENT


1. SPECIFICATIONS:  THESE SPECIFICATIONS ARE OF THE ABBREVIATED OR 
"STREAMLINED" TYPE, AND INCLUDE INCOMPLETE SENTENCES. OMISSION OF WORDS OR 
PHRASES SUCH AS "THE CONTRACTOR SHALL', "IN CONFORMITY THEREWITH", "SHALL BE", 
"AS NOTED ON THE DRAWINGS", "ACCORDING TO THE PLANS", "A", "AN", "THE", AND "ALL" 
ARE INTENTIONAL. OMITTED WORDS OR PHRASES SHALL BE SUPPLIED BY INFERENCE IN 
THE SAME MANNER AS THEY ARE WHEN A "NOTE" OCCURS ON THE DRAWINGS.
2. SCOPE OF WORK: THE CONTRACTOR PROVIDES ITEMS, ARTICLES, MATERIALS, 
OPERATIONS OR METHODS LISTED, MENTIONED OR SCHEDULED ON THE DRAWINGS 
AND/OR HEREIN, INCLUDING LABOR, MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND INCIDENTALS 
NECESSARY AND REQUIRED FOR THEIR COMPLETION.
3. CODES: WORK SHALL CONFORM TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE 2018 
INTERNATIONAL RESIDENTIAL CODE AND LOCAL AND NATIONAL APPLICABLE CODES AND 
AUTHORITIES.
4. CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENT DISCREPANCIES: OMISSIONS OR CONFLICTS BETWEEN 
VARIOUS ELEMENTS OF THE DRAWINGS, NOTES, DETAILS OR SPECIFICATIONS SHALL BE 
BROUGHT TO THE ATTENTION OF THE ARCHITECT BEFORE PROCEEDING WITH THE 
WORK.
5. DIMENSIONS: DO NOT USE SCALED DIMENSIONS, USE WRITTEN DIMENSIONS OR 
WHERE NO DIMENSION IS PROVIDED, CONSULT THE ARCHITECT BEFORE PROCEEDING 
WITH THE WORK.
6. DETAIL APPLICABILITY: DETAILS SHOWN SHALL BE INCORPORATED INTO THE 
PROJECT AT APPROPRIATE LOCATIONS. WHERE NO SPECIFIC DETAILS ARE SHOWN, 
CONSTRUCTION SHALL CONFORM TO SIMILAR WORK ON PROJECT.
7. VERIFICATION: CONTRACTOR SHALL VERIFY DIMENSIONS AND CONDITIONS AT JOB 
SITE AND REPORT ANY DISCREPANCIES TO THE ARCHITECT BEFORE COMMENCING WITH 
THE WORK.
8. ARCHITECTURAL AND ENGINEERING SERVICES: IT IS UNDERSTOOD THAT NORMAL 
ARCHITECTURAL AND ENGINEERING LIAISON FOR THE PURPOSE OF INTERPRETATION OF 
THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS IS PROVIDED FOR BY THE OWNER. SHOULD ANY SERVICES 
OF THE ARCHITECT BE REQUIRED TO ASSIST IN THE CORRECTIONS OF ERRORS OR 
OMISSIONS IN CONSTRUCTION BY THE CONTRACTOR, OR SERVICES OF THE ARCHITECT 
BE REQUIRED BECAUSE OF CHANGES IN STRUCTURE OR EQUIPMENT WHERE THE 
CONTRACTOR HAS REQUESTED APPROVAL OF SUBSTITUTE METHODS OR MATERIALS, 
THESE SERVICES WILL BE PROVIDED BY THE ARCHITECT AT HIS STANDARD HOURLY 
RATES, AND SHALL BE PAID FOR BY THE CONTRACTOR.
9. SPECIAL INSPECTION SERVICES: WHEN REQUIRED BY THE GOVERNING AUTHORITY, 
SPECIAL INSPECTIONS WILL BE DONE AND SHALL BE PAID FOR BY THE CONTRACTOR. 
INSPECTIONS NORMALLY PERFORMED BY MUNICIPAL AUTHORITIES WILL NOT BE 
PERFORMED BY ARCHITECT.
10. EXTRA WORK: IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE GENERAL CONDITIONS AND WHEN 
AUTHORIZED IN WRITING BY THE ARCHITECT, EXTRA WORK MAY BE ORDERED. CLAIMS 
FOR ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION, ON ACCOUNT OF EXTRA WORK DONE, WILL NOT BE 
RECOGNIZED UNLESS SUCH EXTRA WORK HAS BEEN AUTHORIZED IN ADVANCE AND IN 
WRITING BY THE ARCHITECT AND OWNER.
11. PROTECTION OF WORK: WORK SHALL BE ADEQUATELY PROTECTED THROUGHOUT 
DURATION OF THE CONTRACT. REPAIR AND/OR REPLACE ANY WORK OR MATERIALS THAT 
ARE BROKEN, CHIPPED, CRACKED, ABRADED OR DAMAGED IN ANY OTHER WAY, 
INCLUDING NATURAL CAUSES AND VANDALISM, AT NO LOSS TO THE OWNER.
12. AS BUILT DRAWINGS: ANY PHASES OF CONSTRUCTION THAT DIFFER FROM THE 
ORIGINAL APPROVED CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS SHALL BE RECORDED IN DETAIL IN 
RED ON A SPECIAL SET OF CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS SPECIFICALLY SET ASIDE FOR 
THIS USE AND SHALL BE HELD BY GENERAL CONTRACTOR. IT SHALL BE THE 
RESPONSIBILITY OF THE SUB CONTRACTOR PERFORMING THE WORK TO CAREFULLY AND 
ACCURATELY LOG CHANGES DAILY.
A) PRIOR TO AND AS A CONDITION OF FINAL PAYMENT, PLUMBING, MECHANICAL AND 
ELECTRICAL AS BUILTS WITH ACCURATELY DRAWN CHANGES MUST BE COMPLETED AND 
SUBMITTED TO ARCHITECT AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF JOB RECORDS.
13. SHOP DRAWINGS AND SAMPLES: CONTRACTOR FURNISH ONE (1) SET OF BLUELINE 
PRINTS AND ONE (1) SET OF SEPIAS OF ORIGINAL DRAWINGS FOR CHECKING. SAMPLES 
SUBMITTED WHEN REQUIRED BY ARCHITECT OR OWNER.
A) REVIEW TIME: SUBMIT SHOP DRAWINGS, MATERIAL LISTS, MANUFACTURER'S 
LITERATURE, SAMPLES, AND OTHER REQUIRED INFORMATION IN SUFFICIENT TIME TO 
PERMIT PROPER CONSIDERATION AND ACTION ON SAME BEFORE ANY MATERIALS OR 
ITEMS, WHICH SUCH SHOP DRAWINGS, INFORMATION AND SAMPLES REPRESENT, ARE 
ORDERED. ALLOW SUFFICIENT TIME SO THAT NO DELAY OCCURS DUE TO REQUIRED LEAD 
TIME IN ORDERING OR DELIVERY TO THE JOB SITE.
B) APPROVAL: SHOP DRAWING REVIEW WILL BE GENERAL. IT SHALL NOT RELIEVE THE 
CONTRACTOR OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR ACCURACY OF SUCH SHOP DRAWINGS, NOR 
PROPER FITTING, CONSTRUCTION OF WORK, FURNISHING OF MATERIALS, OR WORK 
REQUIRED BY CONTRACT DOCUMENTS AND NOT INDICATED ON SHOP DRAWINGS. SHOP 
DRAWING APPROVAL SHALL NOT BE CONSTRUED AS APPROVING DEPARTURES FROM 
CONTRACT DOCUMENTS.
14. SITE CLEAN UP:  DURING COURSE OF PROJECT, KEEP AREAS OF PROJECT FREE 
FROM ACCUMULATION OF WASTE AND RUBBISH.  AREAS OF WORK KEPT CLEAN AS 
SUITED TO REQUIREMENTS OF ITEMS BEING INSTALLED OR ITEMS BUILT WITHIN WORK.  
KEEP OFF-SITE PROPERTY, PUBLIC AND PRIVATE, AND ON-SITE PROPERTY BEYOND 
LIMITS OF WORK CLEAN OF CONSTRUCTION DROPPINGS AND DEBRIS.  WASTE OR 
RUBBISH INTENDED FOR DISPOSAL SUITABLE STORED TO PREVENT WIND DISPERSAL.  
TOOLS, SHEDS OR OTHER ITEMS NO LONGER IN USE, REMOVED.  EXISTING CONDITIONS 
RESTORED, WHERE AFFECTED, TO ORIGINAL CONDITION PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION.
A) FINAL CLEANING:  FINISH SURFACES AND AREAS CLEAN AND FIT FOR OCCUPANCY.  
INTERIORS AND GROUNDS, FREE FROM DEBRIS, TEMPORARY OR CONSTRUCTION ITEMS 
AND OTHER UNSIGHTLY MATERIALS.
15. WORKMANSHIP:  WHERE NOT MORE SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBED IN ANY OF THE 
VARIOUS SECTIONS OF THESE SPECIFICATIONS, WORKMANSHIP SHALL CONFORM TO THE 
METHODS AND OPERATIONS OF BEST STANDARDS AND ACCEPTED PRACTICES OF THE 
TRADE OF TRADES INVOLVED, AND SHALL INCLUDE ITEMS OF FABRICATION, 
CONSTRUCTION OR INSTALLATION REGULARLY FURNISHED OR REQUIRED FOR 
COMPLETION INCLUDING ANY FINISH, OF A SUCCESSFUL FIRST CLASS OPERATION AS 
INTENDED.
16. WATERTIGHT - WEATHERTIGHT: ANYTHING IN THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS NOT 
WITHSTANDING, THE CONTRACTOR ACCEPTS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF CONSTRUCTING A 
WATERTIGHT, WEATHER TIGHT PROJECT.
17. ESTABLISH AND VERIFY THE SIZE AND LOCATION OF BLOCKOUTS, INSERTS 
OPENINGS, CURBS, BASES AND PADS FOR ARCHITECTURAL, MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL 
AND PLUMBING WITH APPROPRIATE TRADES, DRAWINGS AND SUBCONTRACTORS PRIOR 
TO CONSTRUCTION.
18. METHOD OF CONSTRUCTION: THE CONTRACT STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS AND 
SPECIFICATIONS REPRESENT THE FINISHED STRUCTURE. THEY DO NOT INDICATE THE 
METHOD OF CONSTRUCTION. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE NECESSARY MEASURES 
TO PROTECT THE STRUCTURE DURING CONSTRUCTION. SUCH MEASURES SHALL 
INCLUDE, BUT NOT BE LIMITED TO BRACING, SHORING OF LOADS DUE TO CONSTRUCTION 
EQUIPMENT ETC. OBSERVATION VISITS, UNLESS SPECIFICALLY REQUESTED, SHALL NOT 
INCLUDE THE INSPECTION OF ABOVE ITEMS.
19. SUPPLEMENTARY ENGINEERING DESIGNS: ANY ENGINEERING DESIGN PROVIDED BY 
OTHERS AND SUBMITTED FOR REVIEW SHALL BEAR THE SEAL OF A STRUCTURAL 
ENGINEER REGISTERED IN ARIZONA.
20. CONSTRUCTION LIVE LOADS: CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL SHALL BE SPREAD OUT IF 
PLACED ON FRAMING FLOORS OR ROOF. LOAD SHALL NOT EXCEED THE DESIGN LIVE 
LOAD PER SQUARE FOOT.


Div. 4.MASONRY


A. Refer to structural notes on structural drawings.


Div. 5.METALS


A. Refer to structural notes on structural drawings.


Div. 6.WOOD


A. ROUGH CARPENTRY
Refer to structural notes on structural drawings.


B. MISCELLANEOUS ROUGH CARPENTRY
1. NAILERS, BLOCKING, FURRING
a. Verify the size and location of blockouts, inserts, openings, curbs, bases and pads for 
architectural, mechanical, plumbing and electrical with appropriate trade drawings and 
subcontractor prior to construction.
2. CLOSET SHELVING


a.   12" wide x ¾" thick laminated shelving - White coord. w/ owner 
3. CLOSET ROD


a.   1-1/2" f wood closet pole
4. BASE BOARD


One piece, molded wood, 3-1/2" height - Coordinate final selection with 
owner.
5. DOOR OPENING


One piece, molded wood - Coordinate final selection with owner.


C. FINISH CARPENTRY
1. GENERAL
a. Cabinets and countertops as selected by owner.
b. Verify all cabinet dimensions in the field prior to fabrication.
c. Cabinets "custom grade" flush construction in accordance with the standards of the 
"Woodwork Institute of America.
d. Provide backing as required for all cabinets and equipment.
e. Provide metal drawer guides for all drawers.
f. All pulls and decorative hardware as approved by owner.


Div. 7.THERMAL/MOISTURE PROTECTION


A. ROOFING
1. GENERAL
a. Roofing weather and water tight. Guaranteed in writing against leaks due to defects in 
material and workmanship for a period of four years.
2. PRODUCT
a. BUILT UP ROOFING: Manville Specification. 3 GNS
3 ply smooth surface fiberglass roofing with Topguard B. Fibrated surfacing and tan 
elastomeric roof coating or other approved.


3. EXECUTION
a. Roofing installation in strict accordance with manufacturers recommendations.
b. Provide and install all required flashing for a complete job.
c. Provide for proper flashing and drainage at all curbs, mechanical equipment and other 


projections.
d. Paint all metal vents, flashings, projections etc. To match adjacent surfaces.
3. EXECUTION


B. INSULATION
1. GENERAL
a. Deliver materials to the job site in original unopened packages, clearly marked with 
product brand name and manufacturer's labels. Store under cover and protect from weather 
and construction activities.
2. PRODUCT
a. Glass fiber insulation as manufactured by Owens-Corning fiberglass corporation.


b. Thermal Insulation (Batts and blankets)
1. Light Density Thermal Insulation
2. Flame Spread 25 Insulation
c. Sound control
1. Sonobatts Insulation
2. Noise Barrier Batt Insulation,
e. Insulation thickness as follows:
1. Walls: R-21
2. Ceilings: R-38
f. Extruded polystyrene insulation 1" foamular R-5


.


3. EXECUTION
a. Thermal and Acoustical Batts and Blankets
1. Install insulation in strict conformance with manufacturers printed instructions.
2. Fit insulation between framing members behind electrical receptacles, piping, 
and shim spaces to form a completely insulated area.
3. Insulation with stapling tabs shall be stapled to the wood stud framing at 8 inch 
to 12 inch centers.
4. Insulations faced with kraft, standard foil, or (FRK) foil reinforced kraft vapor 
barriers shall be installed with facing to the warm-in-winter side.
5. Do not install fiberglass insulation on top of or within 3 inches of recessed light 
fixtures.
C. SHEET METAL
1. GENERAL
a. Sheet metal installed where shown or required to perform appropriate functions.
b. Conform to the quality, procedures and methods recommended by the National 
Association of Sheetmetal Contractors.
2. PRODUCT


a. Metal flashings, and edgings: 26 gauge galvanized.


3. EXECUTION
a. Install in manner to make watertight.
b. Check watertightness with hose water.
c. Anchor with non corrosive nails or other appropriate devices to hold securely 
against wind damage or accidental removal
D. SEALANTS
1. GENERAL
a. Provide an effectively sealed joint at all locations that require caulking.
2. PRODUCT
a. Exterior: elastomeric latex sealant, Dap Dynaflex 230, including inside surface of 
exterior joints.
b. Interior: Latex, white, at gypsum board to be painted, Dap "Alex" or equal.
c. Back-up materials and preformed joint fillers: Non-staining, compatible with 
sealant and primer, and of a resilient nature, such as closed cell polyethylene rod, 
closed cell urethane, Neoprene rod, elastomeric tubing or rod (Neoprene, butyl, or 
EPDM). Materials impregnated with oil, bitumen or similar materials shall not be used. 
Size and shape shall be as indicated by joint details on drawings and shall be as 
recommended by sealant manufacturer in writing.


3. EXECUTION
a. Surfaces: Smooth, dry, firm and free from all loose materials, oils or other 
foreign matter.
b. Joints or cracks to be caulked larger than 1/8" filled with rope or other filler to 
provide solid base of caulk.
c. Provide caulking at the following locations: (This schedule is not to be construed 
to be complete. Provide caulking at other areas as required for a weather tight project)
1. Caulk around all door and window frames
2. Perimeter of aluminum sections, interior and exterior. Top edge of all 
reglet/counterflashing assemblies.
3. At joints between dissimilar materials.
4. Thresholds
d. Apply all sealants in strict accordance with manufacturer's written 
directions.


Div. 8. DOORS AND WINDOWS


A. DOORS
1. GENERAL
a. Provide dry, clean area for storage of doors off any contact with concrete floor.
b. See door schedule on drawings for types and sizes of doors.
c. Field measure all openings to verify dimension prior to purchase.
2. PRODUCT
a. All doors by one manufacturer.  Acceptable manufacturers are: Masonite, Jeld-
Wen, Therma-tru, Stanley.
b. Front Door: Jeld-wen or equal 8 panel glaze (tempered) w/ 1' sidelites. 
c. Exterior Door: Jeld-wen or equal coord. w/ owner
d. Interior Doors: Jeld-wen, hollow core .
e. Closet Doors: Jeld-wen,hollow core
3. EXECUTION
a. Hang all doors plumb and true with clearance of approximately 1/8" at top and 
sides and 1/4" above final floor finish.
b. Re-examine all doors when contract completed and adjust hardware to function 
smoothly
c. Provide weather stripping and thresholds at all exteriors doors. 


B. WINDOWS & PATIO DOORS
1. GENERAL
a. Fixed windows, operating windows and patio doors the product of one 
manufacturer.  Acceptable manufacturers are Better Bilt, Jeld-wen & Atrium.
b. See window schedule for size and types.
c. Field measure all openings to verify dimensions prior to fabrication.
2. PRODUCT
a. Operating windows: Atrium, or equal, dual pane, low E, horizontal sliding, 
thermally broken, extruded aluminum with bronze anodized finish.
b. Fixed windows: Atrium or equal, dual pane, low E, thermally broken, extruded 
aluminum with bronze anodized finish.
c. Patio doors: french door , w/ 1' sidelites, dual pane, low E, extruded aluminum 
with bronze anodized finish.
d. Install safety glass in hazardous locations per I.R.C. 2018.
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d. Stucco contractor shall install control joints in stucco to control cracking. See 
Construction Documents for specific locations of Control Joints. If no joints are shown, 
contractor shall install control joints as required to control cracking as recommended by 
manufacturer of stucco type being installed. Consult Architect before installation.


B. GYPSUM WALL BOARD GENERAL
1. GENERAL
a. Protect stored materials from damage and exposure to elements.
b. Submit 2'-0" square sample of specified texture for finish coat.
2. PRODUCTS
a. Gypsum board: ½" thick, regular, 48" wide x 12' long, with tapered edge. 5/8" type "X" 
Gypsum board at 1 hour locations.
b. 5/8" or ½" anti-sag at ceilings.
c. Moisture resistant (green board) at wet areas.
d. Reinforcing: Corner bead reinforcing and metal edge reinforcement.
e. Out corners: Round
f. Nails: 1/2" drywall - 1 1/4" cement coated cooler nails; 5/8" drywall -1 1/2" cement coated 
cooler nails.
g. Screws: Self tapping, bugle head, 1 1/2" for use with power driven tool.
h. Joint treatment: joint tape shall be perforated, type II. Joint compound shall be ready-
mixed as recommended by drywall manufacturer.
3. EXECUTION
a. Install in strict accordance with Gypsum Association Specifications and Gypsum Drywall 
Manual.
b. Attach panels with nails at 7" o.c. (max.) for ceilings and 8" o.c. for walls unless 
otherwise noted on drawings.
c. Apply wall board with long dimensions at right angles to framing or furring members with 
all abutting ends occurring over studs. Neatly fit and stagger end joints. Arrange joints on 
opposite sides of partitions so as to occur on different studs.
d. Install metal corner bead or reinforcing at all outside edges. 
e. Fill nail holes and tape joints with compound, sand and re-coat as required for smooth 
finish.
f. Wherever wall board terminates against dissimilar materials or where edges  wall board 
are exposed, install metal edge reinforcement.
g. Apply textured finish - full coverage of gypsum board.
h. Texture: Skip & Trowel - coord. w/ owner
i. Ceiling texture to match walls.


C. TILE
1. GENERAL
a. See Div. 1, General supplementary Instruction.
b. Materials used on job stored in a single place.  Keep storage place clean.
c. Before starting work inspect all surfaces and report all defects.  Commencing of work by 
this contractor indicates his acceptance of surfaces.
d. Colors and samples.  contractor to coord. w/ owner.
2. PRODUCTS
a. Glazed ceramic floor tile as manufactured by Dal-Tile or equal. Sel. by owner
b. Glazed ceramic wall tile as manufactured by Dal-Tile or equal. Sel. by owner.
c. Mortars and grouts as manufactured by Dap Inc. or equal.
3. EXECUTION
a. Extend tile work into recesses and under or behind equipment and fixtures to form a 
complete covering.
b. Unless otherwise shown, lay tile in grid pattern, layout tile work and center fields in both 
directions.
c. Leave finished installation clean and free of cracked, chipped, broken, unbounded and 
otherwise defective tile work.


D. CARPET
1. GENERAL
a. Carpet sel. by owner.


E. PAINTING
1. GENERAL
a. Work shall be in accordance with manufacturers recommendations and applicable 
provisions of "Painting Specifications Manual".
b. Materials used on job stored in a single place. Keep storage place clean. Remove all oily 
rags, waste, etc., from building every night and take every precaution to avoid danger of fire.
c. Before starting work inspect all surfaces and report all defects. Commencing of work by 
this contractor indicates his acceptance of surfaces.
d. Colors and samples: Contractor will paint color patches (10 s.f. Per color) on building, 
in locations requested by ownert. Contractor will supply 3 color samples (max) per specified 
color if required by Architect.
e. Supply Owner with touch up paint remaining from this work. Color clearly marked.
2. PRODUCT
a. Paint, enamel, varnish, and stains equal to those manufactured by Glidden, Dunn-
Edwards, Behr and Southwest Paint Company. Basic painting materials such as linseed oil, 
shellac, turpentine, thinners, driers, etc., shall be of highest quality and have identifying labels 
on containers.
b. Deliver paint to site in manufacturer's sealed containers. Give rnanufacturer's name, 
brand, type of paint, color of paint, and instructions for reducing.
c. Exterior stucco: 2 coats Glidden spred-dura satin, or other approved. 
d. Exterior trim: 2 coats Glidden evermore 100% acrylic latex, semi-gloss, or other 
approved.
e. Gypsum walls to receive wall coverings: Verify with Owner locations of walls to receive 
vinyl wall coverings - prepare walls as directed by wall coverings mfr.
f. Interior gypsum board surfaces~ 2 coats latex. Glidden "evermore" interior latex, 
eggshell - prime wall as recommended.
g. Interior trim: 2 coats Glidden "evermore" interior latex enamel, high gloss.
h. Metal doors, handrails, etc.: one (1) coat Glidden prime coat exterior latex. 2nd coat 
Glidden evermore, exterior latex enamel, high gloss.
.


3. EXECUTION
a. Work erected plumb, level, square, in proper alignment securely anchored.
b. Surfaces protected from construction operations.
c. After installation, check glazing and adjust items of operational hardware
d. At completion of project remove protective materials and clean all surfaces as 
recommended by manufacturer.


C. GLASS AND GLAZING
1. GENERAL
a. Refer to plans, and details for glazed areas.
b. Glazing to comply with Arizona Safety Glazing law current edition.
2. PRODUCT
a. Operating windows, fixed windows, transoms: Low "E", Dual pane, insulating 
glass.
b. Glass tint: None
c. Mirrors: ¼" plate.


E. SECTIONAL OVERHEAD DOORS (GARAGE DOORS)
1. GENERAL
2. PRODUCT
a. Garage door by Wayne Dalton foamcore, flush steel door, white.
b. Acceptable manufacturers are Wayne Dayton, Martin, Cloplay or equal.


F. SKYLIGHTS
1. GENERAL
a. All skylights the product of one manufacturer.  Acceptable manufacturers are: 
Bristolite, Vellox or equal.
c. Skylight by Bristolite, double dome, curbed mounted.
2. PRODUCTS
3. EXECUTION
a. Install per manufacturer's recommendations.


G. FINISH HARDWARE
1. GENERAL
a. See drawings for hardware selected.
2. PRODUCT
a. Butts/Hinge: Exterior out swinging doors shall have 3 hinges with removable pin.  
Hinges shall have ball bearings. Size of hinges shall be as instructed by manufacturer for 
specified door.
b. Locks:
(a) Front Door: Schlage satin chrome . entry lock and dead bolt 
(b) Exterior doors: Schlage satin chrome entry lock and dead bolt.
(c) Interior doors: Schlage Satin chrome passage lock.
(d) Bathroom Doors: Schlage satin chrome privacy lock
c. Keys and keying:
(a) Master key sets and individual keying of locks will be determined by the Owner.
3. EXECUTION
a. Install all hardware in strict accordance with manufacturers instructions.


DIV. 9 FINISHES


A. STUCCO
1. GENERAL
a. Stucco system shall be fiber reinforced over 1" polystyrene insulation board.  
Acceptable systems include powerwall, western one coat, masterwall and diamond wall 3 
coat stucco system.
b. Submit 2'-0" square sample of specified texture for finish coat.
c. Plaster work in accordance with ASA standard specifications for plastering and 
manufacturers current printed instructions.
2. PRODUCT
a. Weather resistive barrier - Minimum garde D 60 min. kraft building paper.
b. Insulation - 1" polystyrene Owen Corning "formular" or equal.
c. Metal lath: 1" x 20ga woven wire mesh.
d. Base coat: Fiber reinforced modified Portland cement exterior plaster.
e. Stucco finish coat: Elastec "extreme" elastomeric stucco coating.
f. Stucco stops: install j metal stucco stops where stucco terminates against 
dissimilar materials, i.e. Door casings, window openings, horizontal surfaces etc. Use 
perforated j metal at base of exterior walls where required.
3. EXECUTION
a. Basecoat on lath: 3 coat, 3/8" thick, over paper backed metal lath over building 
paper.
b. Texture: River Sand finish
c. Curing: Stucco shall be cured as follows:
1. Damp curing period: Moistening of stucco to commence as soon as stucco has 
hardened sufficiently not to be damaged, apply water in a fine spray. Avoid soaking wall, 
apply only as much water as will be readily absorbed. Each coat kept damp continuously 
for at least 24 hours.
.


3. EXECUTION
a. Manufacturer's current printed instructions followed implicitly.
b. Preparation of surfaces:
(1) Spaces broom clean. Surfaces to painted - dry.
(2) Remove extraneous matter, which could affect work.
(3) Doors and frames sanded between coats.
c. Protection:
(1) Provide and use drop cloths. Protect work of other trades. Cover 
aluminum frames, doors, etc., with polyethylene and seal joints with tape. 
Maintain protection while painting work in progress. Remove protection when 
need for its use has passed. Clean, repair or replace at own expense any 
damaged or splattered surfaces.
(2) Remove electric plates before painting; protect and reinstall when 
painting completed.
(3) Remove hardware before painting and reinstall when painting 
completed.
d. Work allowed to dry 48 hours before application of next coat.
e. Finished work uniform and of approved color. It shall completely cover, 
be smooth and free from runs, sags, cloggings or excessive flooding. Make 
edges of paint adjoining other materials or colors sharp and clean without 
overlapping. Final coat to show full coverage regardless of number of coats 
required. Finish top and bottom edges of all doors with two (2) coats of paint or 
varnish used for finished coat.


Div. 10.SPECIALTIES


A. No work


Div. 11.EQUIPMENT


A. No work


Div. 12.FURNISHINGS


A. KITCHEN CASEWORK
1. GENERAL
a. Cabinets and countertops as selected by owner.
b. Verify all cabinet dimensions in the field prior to fabrication.
c. Cabinets "custom grade" flush construction in accordance with the 
standards of the "Woodwork Institute of America.
d. Provide backing as required for all cabinets and equipment.
e. Provide metal drawer guides for all drawers.
f. All pulls and decorative hardware as approved by Architect.
2. PRODUCT
a. Kitchen cabinets sel. by owner. Acceptable manufacturers: IKEA, Mills 
Pride, American Woodmark or equal.
b. Countertops to be sel. by owner
3. EXECUTION
a. Install per manufacturer's recommendations


Div. 13.SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION


A. No work


Div. 14.CONVEYING


A. No work


Div. 15. MECHANICAL


See plumbing and mechanical drawing.


Div. 16. ELECTRICAL


See electrical drawing.
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currently have.
 
The subject should be part of the inquiry.  If accessory dwellings and their cousin, the STR are done
with dignity and respect they can protect historic neighborhoods from destruction.
 
There are enclaves in FNA and other core historic neighborhoods that are surviving.  They have
achieved self-protection by making the acquisition too costly for lower quality rental developers to
purchase the land for a 4 unit group dwelling developer.  As you can see it is happening to our
unprotected parcels.  I agree that this inquiry probably should be viewed largely from the eyes of
owner-occupants but it’s important to include options for quality investors to be part of the picture. 
 I support affordable housing as well and have ideas for dealing with that in another forum.   It is a
complex part of a bigger picture that should also be welcome here as well.   
 
Please include me as a resource.
 
Sincerely,
 
William Ford,
 
WLFA & ASSOCIATES  LLC 
1227 N. Third Avenue,  Tucson, Az   85705 
(520)-623-0364  land/fax     (520)-332-4009 cell
http://www.wlfadesign.com 
http://www.uuitucson.com 
wlfa@earthlink.net 

 
 
 
 
 
 
If we want to protect historic n

http://www.wlfadesign.com/
http://www.uuitucson.com/


From: Koren Manning
To: Daniel Bursuck
Subject: Fw: [EXTERNAL]ADU Comment
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021 4:47:39 PM

From: Bob Bowers <rsebowers@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2021 4:46 PM
To: Koren Manning <Koren.Manning@tucsonaz.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL]ADU Comment
 
Today's online mtg was interesting. most people share the same ideas. I heard one suggestion a
few times, that to allow neighborhood associations to approve ADUs. NAs are not meant to be
legislative bodies or neighborhood authorities. Most NAs are attended by a small majority of
the neighbors and businesses within their area. I was Chair of the Toumey Park NA for several
years. A good attendance at Toumey Park NA mtgs was 12-20 people, of 660 households plus
businesses. In my current neighborhood, In Bonanza NA 50-60 people of perhaps a thousand
have attended, and only because we were meeting and negotiating with developers on a
development within the neighborhood.

I have been involved in the past with Neighborhood Support Network, which was started by
Donald Ijams and several others. We held seminars, classes and gave advice. One thing I was
always careful to tell NAs and their members is that they are not homeowners associations,
and do not have any authority over their neighborhoods or neighbors. What we told people of
the primary purposes of NAs were for communications to/from the City and development of
neighborhood improvement, involvement and communication with the neighborhood. We
already have some NAs which appear to act like HOAs, and we don't need more of that.

I think ADU approval should stay with the PDSD based on zoning and UDC. I am certain that
clear criteria can be developed, and permitting processes and building requirements already
exist. Neighbors to a property where an ADU may be built certainly can complain to PDSD,
however decisions are based on plans and permits.

The consideration of ADUs is a very positive step for our community.

Bob Bowers
Co-chair, Bonanza NA

mailto:Koren.Manning@tucsonaz.gov
mailto:Daniel.Bursuck@tucsonaz.gov


From: Bonnie Poulos
To: Lisa Bowers
Cc: D.W. Lett; pnorback@gmail.com; Koren Manning; Nathalia Untiveros; Genesis Cubillas; Jasmine Rucker; Katie

Bolger; Ted Prezelski; Sarah Launius; Teresa Olson; Hannah Smith; Mark Kerr; Lupita Robles; Ariel Fry; Diana
Amado; Daniel Bursuck; Elisa Hamblin; William Lennertz; Alex; Roger; Manisha Bewtra; Corky Poster; Sharayah
Jimenez; Mackey, John William - (mackeyiv); Dante Archangeli; Steve Huffman; Shawn Cote; Allyson Solomon;
TVanHook@HabitatTucson.org; Mark Clark; HAROLD BERGSMA; Jim Murphy; Maggie Amado-Tellez; PennElys
Droz; Timoteio Padilla; Mari N. Jensen; Alice Roe; Ann Chanecka; Alison Miller; Marcos Ysmael; Mark Holden;
Ryan Stephenson; Patrice Lange; rick McDonnell; Valerie Lane; Bean, Jonathan - (jonathanyb); Gigi; Margaret
Kish; Francisco Valencia; Sergio Varela; Colby Henley; Josie Zapata; Lee Marsh; Jason Wong; occupiefilling;
seedling@theriver.com; COLLEEN NICHOLS; Bob Schlanger; Diego PinaLopez; Loran Shamis; joan hall; Beth
Haggerty; Richard Fimbres; jgallow@comcast.net; Mark Kerr; Pat Tapia

Subject: [EXTERNAL]Re: ADU Stakeholder Group Meeting 4-8-21
Date: Thursday, April 8, 2021 1:23:55 PM

All,
I would like to reiterate what I put in the chat room during our meeting.  Tucson, especially
older parts of Tucson, has a dearth of sidewalks.  This lack of essential infrastructure means
that elderly, disabled and other users do not have a safe means to access public transit, or to
safely be a pedestrian in their own neighborhoods.  As long as we refuse to fund sidewalks
during major street improvements (aka, Roger Rd between Campbell and 1st Ave as an
excellent recent example) or to require new development or re-development activity to put in
sidewalks, it is irresponsible to add guaranteed on-street parking where sidewalks do not
currently exist.  This is not a trivial matter, as many old neighborhood streets are also sub-
standard streets without adequate width for safe travel if cars are parked on both sides of the
street.  

When writing this ordinance we should be addressing the implications of our proposals given
the aging and lack of infrastructure that will not be remedied anytime soon.  Although it
sounds simple, the parking issue is a perfect example of how we could be adding to problems
that we already have no solutions or funding to remediate. 

Thank you,
Bonnie

On Thu, Apr 8, 2021 at 12:12 PM Lisa Bowers <lisa@metroted.com> wrote:

Diana,

 

I can only speak to my group, Group #4, but we did discuss the shortage of staff for Park
Wise. Our discussion was that Park Wise is the current process in place for enforcement but
that if that is the way going forward we need to make sure they are involved in the
discussions to ensure that any added responsibility comes with adequate staffing levels.

 

With the small group breakouts a lot of these things are being discussed in those smaller
groups but not always indicated as such when we report back to the larger one.

 

Regards,

mailto:poulosbt@gmail.com
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Lisa Bowers

Owner/CEO

Tucson Expediting & Development

520-990-6866

2030 E Speedway Blvd Suite 110

Tucson, AZ 85719

 

Tucson Expediting & Development is committed to providing the highest level of service
at all times. While we are currently working remotely we are fully operational and
working harder than ever to add value to your project. We appreciate your patience
during this unprecedented time and thank you for your continued business.

 

From: D.W. Lett <rostrha@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 8, 2021 11:54 AM
To: pnorback@gmail.com
Cc: Koren Manning <Koren.Manning@tucsonaz.gov>; Nathalia Untiveros
<Nathalia.Untiveros@tucsonaz.gov>; Genesis Cubillas <Genesis.Cubillas@tucsonaz.gov>;
Jasmine Rucker <Jasmine.Rucker@tucsonaz.gov>; Katie Bolger
<Katie.Bolger@tucsonaz.gov>; Ted Prezelski <Ted.Prezelski@tucsonaz.gov>; Sarah
Launius <Sarah.Launius@tucsonaz.gov>; Teresa Olson <Teresa.Olson@tucsonaz.gov>;
Hannah Smith <Hannah.Smith@tucsonaz.gov>; Mark Kerr <Mark.Kerr@tucsonaz.gov>;
Lupita Robles <Lupita.Robles@tucsonaz.gov>; Ariel Fry <Ariel.Fry@tucsonaz.gov>;
Diana Amado <Diana.Amado@tucsonaz.gov>; Daniel Bursuck
<Daniel.Bursuck@tucsonaz.gov>; Elisa Hamblin <Elisa.Hamblin@tucsonaz.gov>; William
Lennertz <blennertz@gmail.com>; Alex <alex.vondeling@opticosdesign.com>; Roger
<roger.foreman@opticosdesign.com>; Manisha Bewtra <Manisha.Bewtra@tucsonaz.gov>;
Corky Poster <cposter@pmm.design>; Sharayah Jimenez <sjimenez@cuadro.design>;
Mackey, John William - (mackeyiv) <mackeyiv@arizona.edu>;
dante@tucsonartisanbuilders.com; steve@tucsonrealtors.org; shawn@sahba.org;
allyson@mpaaz.org; TVanHook@habitattucson.org; Mark Clark <MClark@pcoa.org>;
HAROLD BERGSMA <HEBerg33@msn.com>; Jim Murphy <jmurphy103@live.com>;
maggie@pcclt.org; PennElys@sustainablenations.org; Timoteio@sustainablenations.org;
Bonnie Poulos <poulosbt@gmail.com>; Mari N. Jensen <jensenmn@earthlink.net>; Alice
Roe <alice@roemail.net>; Lisa Bowers <lisa@metroted.com>; Ann Chanecka
<Ann.Chanecka@tucsonaz.gov>; Alison Miller <Alison.Miller@tucsonaz.gov>; Marcos
Ysmael <Marcos.Ysmael@pima.gov>; Mark Holden <Mark.Holden@pima.gov>; Ryan
Stephenson <Ryan.Stephenson@pima.gov>; Patrice Lange <patricelange@hotmail.com>;
rick McDonnell <ramcdonnell2@gmail.com>; fixcityllc@gmail.com; Bean, Jonathan -
(jonathanyb) <jonathanyb@arizona.edu>; Gigi <gigialdridge@pcclt.org>;
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mkishaz@aol.com; francisco.valencia@pascuayaqui-nsn.gov; sergio.varela@pascuayaqui-
nsn.gov; Colby Henley <psalm116@gmail.com>; josiezapata227@gmail.com; Lee Marsh
<rlmarsh85@gmail.com>; Jason Wong <jwong@redpointdevelopment.com>; occupiefilling
<its@theriver.com>; seedling@theriver.com; COLLEEN NICHOLS
<cnichols17@cox.net>; Bob Schlanger <rlsbcs@liveline.com>; Diego PinaLopez
<Diego.PinaLopez@tucsonaz.gov>; Loran Shamis <Loran.Shamis@tucsonaz.gov>; joan
hall <joanchall@yahoo.com>; Beth Haggerty <bethannhaggerty@gmail.com>;
richard.fimbres@tucsonaz.gov; jgallow@comcast.net; Mark Kerr
<markkerrward5@gmail.com>; Pat Tapia <Pat.Tapia@tucsonaz.gov>
Subject: ADU Stakeholder Group Meeting 4-8-21

 

Dear Koren and all ADU stakeholders:

 

At the meeting that just ended, there were several comments that the ParkWise permit
parking program can adequately deal with the parking problems in University
Area/Downtown neighborhoods.  That's not accurate.  ParkWise (now ParkTucson) is
operating with a greatly reduced staff.  Per program director Donovan Durband, ParkTucson
is planning to reduce the number of blocks in the permit parking program.  It is unclear
when the removal will be implemented.  However, it is entirely clear that ParkTucson is not
in a position to expand its permit parking program.

 

In addition, developers working in the University Area/Downtown neighborhoods routinely
reduce the per-bedroom parking requirement for a project by getting an Individual Parking
Plan approved by PDSD.  Although the IPP process does require a Neighborhood Meeting,
it does not allow for meaningful community input as, for example, a rezoning does.

 

Given the barriers to community influence over the existing parking problem, it seems
unreasonable to make that problem worse by waiving the existing per-bedroom parking
formulas in the UDC.  I don't support waiving off-street parking requirements for ADUs.  

 

Sincerely,

 

Diana Lett

Vice President

Chair, Neighborhood Preservation Committee

Feldman's Neighborhood Association
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On Wed, Apr 7, 2021 at 7:30 PM <pnorback@gmail.com> wrote:

Hi Koren,

 

Read both emails from Mari and Valerie about the various levels of neighbors’ concerns
and thoughts about folks involved with ADUs. Since I’ve lived in a Guest House in the
Miles Neighborhood since November, 2002—which is just shy of a score—I can tell you
the underlying problem is not the ADU owner or the renter … it’s the neighbors.

 

In general, ADUs exit on an alley and that is where the parking is. And the two alleys off
E. Miles Street between S. Highland and S. Cherry have two regular (awkward) parking
spaces each for the 4 homes. Also, there are 9 large green dumpsters spread out over the
alleys. When I first moved in, the alleys were nothing but a dumping ground (usually stuff
tossed over a wall.) I put up several signs that read, “One Person’s Alley is Another
Person’s Driveway. Then I spoke to each neighbor and told him or her about the schedule
for Brush and Bulky and that trash should be put out, in an orderly fashion, two weeks
before pickup.

 

Next came my very narrow gardens on each side of the alley near my home that involved
6 foot sunflowers. Also, I weed whacked the whole alley and cleaned it up, trimming the
trees, as well. Recently, my neighbor Luis told me he is a native Tucsonan and “has never
seen such a clean alley.”

 

Eventually, the neighbors in the next alley over followed the Brush & Bulky schedule,
too, after some encouragement. When a new ADU neighbor moved into her home in that
alley, she really spiffed up her driveway and the front of her home. I cleaned up the rest of
the alley in a show of appreciation. And it is staying spiffed up.

 

Miles has no active neighborhood association so I’ve taken it on myself to make my
neighborhood clean and safe with the help of Pat Tapia at Environmental Services. Every
ninety days, we alternate between Brush and Bulky and four huge roll-off bins. In
addition, I pick up arbitrarily dumped couches and stuff and place it in an alley which
Pat’s Team picks up within 48 hours.

 

The point I am making is you can have Codes to the end of the Earth, but if neighbors
don’t take responsibility, there will always be disharmony. I like a quiet and safe
neighborhood and I make it so. And I really don’t mind sharing it with all of my
neighbors who may or may not know about my efforts.
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The codes we have in place built my ADU. Instead of trying to broaden the field, lets
focus on neighbors and neighborhood associations being responsible. I insist on the
Golden Rule as my sign highlighted. That works great!

 

Stay safe and thanks for listening,

 

Peter

 

 

 

 

 

 

Peter G. Norback

1428 E. Miles Street

Tucson, Arizona 85719

(520) 248-3694

Arizona Star Article

Huffington Post Article

https://rescuedcrittersfooddrive.blogspot.com/

www.themagicofcommunityservice.blogspot.com

 

From: Koren Manning <Koren.Manning@tucsonaz.gov> 

http://www.themagicofcommunityservice.blogspot.com/
https://tucson.com/news/local/this-tucson-man-and-his-neighbors-donate-to-the-pima/article_044eb9a7-e8bd-507f-b821-1d9d69e23042.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/05/15/peter-norback-one-can-a-week_n_5330928.html
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Sent: Wednesday, April 7, 2021 9:50 AM
To: Nathalia Untiveros <Nathalia.Untiveros@tucsonaz.gov>; Genesis Cubillas
<Genesis.Cubillas@tucsonaz.gov>; Jasmine Rucker <Jasmine.Rucker@tucsonaz.gov>;
Katie Bolger <Katie.Bolger@tucsonaz.gov>; Ted Prezelski
<Ted.Prezelski@tucsonaz.gov>; Sarah Launius <Sarah.Launius@tucsonaz.gov>; Teresa
Olson <Teresa.Olson@tucsonaz.gov>; Hannah Smith <Hannah.Smith@tucsonaz.gov>;
Mark Kerr <Mark.Kerr@tucsonaz.gov>; Lupita Robles <Lupita.Robles@tucsonaz.gov>;
Ariel Fry <Ariel.Fry@tucsonaz.gov>; Diana Amado <Diana.Amado@tucsonaz.gov>;
Daniel Bursuck <Daniel.Bursuck@tucsonaz.gov>; Elisa Hamblin
<Elisa.Hamblin@tucsonaz.gov>; William Lennertz <blennertz@gmail.com>; Alex
<alex.vondeling@opticosdesign.com>; Roger <roger.foreman@opticosdesign.com>;
Manisha Bewtra <Manisha.Bewtra@tucsonaz.gov>; Corky Poster
<cposter@pmm.design>; Sharayah Jimenez <sjimenez@cuadro.design>; Mackey, John
William - (mackeyiv) <mackeyiv@arizona.edu>; dante@tucsonartisanbuilders.com;
steve@tucsonrealtors.org; shawn@sahba.org; allyson@mpaaz.org;
TVanHook@HabitatTucson.org; Mark Clark <MClark@pcoa.org>; HAROLD
BERGSMA <HEBerg33@msn.com>; Jim Murphy <jmurphy103@live.com>;
maggie@pcclt.org; PennElys@sustainablenations.org; Timoteio@sustainablenations.org;
poulosbt@gmail.com; Mari N. Jensen <jensenmn@earthlink.net>; Alice Roe
<alice@roemail.net>; Lisa Bowers <lisa@metroted.com>; Ann Chanecka
<Ann.Chanecka@tucsonaz.gov>; Alison Miller <Alison.Miller@tucsonaz.gov>; Marcos
Ysmael <Marcos.Ysmael@pima.gov>; Mark Holden <Mark.Holden@pima.gov>; Ryan
Stephenson <Ryan.Stephenson@pima.gov>; Patrice Lange <patricelange@hotmail.com>;
rostrha@gmail.com; rick McDonnell <ramcdonnell2@gmail.com>;
fixcityllc@gmail.com; Bean, Jonathan - (jonathanyb) <jonathanyb@arizona.edu>; Gigi
<gigialdridge@pcclt.org>; mkishaz@aol.com; francisco.valencia@pascuayaqui-nsn.gov;
sergio.varela@pascuayaqui-nsn.gov; psalm116@gmail.com; josiezapata227@gmail.com;
rlmarsh85@gmail.com; Jason Wong <jwong@redpointdevelopment.com>;
its@theriver.com; seedling@theriver.com; COLLEEN NICHOLS
<cnichols17@cox.net>; Bob Schlanger <rlsbcs@liveline.com>; pnorback@gmail.com
Cc: Alison Miller <Alison.Miller@tucsonaz.gov>; maggie@pcclt.org;
rlmarsh85@gmail.com; Bean, Jonathan - (jonathanyb) <jonathanyb@arizona.edu>; Mark
Clark <MClark@pcoa.org>; Corky Poster <cposter@pmm.design>; Sharayah Jimenez
<sjimenez@cuadro.design>; poulosbt@gmail.com; Marcos Ysmael
<Marcos.Ysmael@pima.gov>; allyson@mpaaz.org; psalm116@gmail.com; HAROLD
BERGSMA <HEBerg33@msn.com>; Lisa Bowers <lisa@metroted.com>; Ryan
Stephenson <Ryan.Stephenson@pima.gov>; Ann Chanecka
<Ann.Chanecka@tucsonaz.gov>; Jason Wong <jwong@redpointdevelopment.com>;
Mackey, John William - (mackeyiv) <mackeyiv@arizona.edu>; fixcityllc@gmail.com;
Patrice Lange <patricelange@hotmail.com>; Mari N. Jensen <jensenmn@earthlink.net>;
Diego PinaLopez <Diego.PinaLopez@tucsonaz.gov>; Loran Shamis
<Loran.Shamis@tucsonaz.gov>; joanchall@yahoo.com
Subject: Re: ADU Stakeholder Group Meeting

 

Hi everyone,

 

Just a reminder that we are not on our usual schedule for meetings this month. We are
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meeting tomorrow, Thursday, April 8 from 9-11am. Zoom link is below.

 

Here is a brief agenda for the meeting:

1. Meeting Start-Up / Introductions
2. Recap of Previous meetings
3. Issue / Solution Discussion – Affordability and Parking

a. Background/Context
b. Break-out groups
c. Report Back

4. Meeting Assessment
5. Next Meeting Purpose

See you all tomorrow!

 

Best,

Koren

From: Koren Manning
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2021 8:05 AM
To: ADU Stakeholders; Charlene Mendoza <Charlene.Mendoza@tucsonaz.gov>;
Nathalia Untiveros <Nathalia.Untiveros@tucsonaz.gov>; Genesis Cubillas
<Genesis.Cubillas@tucsonaz.gov>; Jasmine Rucker <Jasmine.Rucker@tucsonaz.gov>;
Katie Bolger <Katie.Bolger@tucsonaz.gov>; Ted Prezelski
<Ted.Prezelski@tucsonaz.gov>; Sarah Launius <Sarah.Launius@tucsonaz.gov>; Teresa
Olson <Teresa.Olson@tucsonaz.gov>; Hannah Smith <Hannah.Smith@tucsonaz.gov>;
Mark Kerr <Mark.Kerr@tucsonaz.gov>; Lupita Robles <Lupita.Robles@tucsonaz.gov>;
Ariel Fry <Ariel.Fry@tucsonaz.gov>; Diana Amado <Diana.Amado@tucsonaz.gov>;
Daniel Bursuck <Daniel.Bursuck@tucsonaz.gov>; Elisa Hamblin
<Elisa.Hamblin@tucsonaz.gov>; William Lennertz <blennertz@gmail.com>; Alex
<alex.vondeling@opticosdesign.com>; Roger <roger.foreman@opticosdesign.com>
Cc: Alison Miller <Alison.Miller@tucsonaz.gov>; maggie@pcclt.org
<maggie@pcclt.org>; rlmarsh85@gmail.com <rlmarsh85@gmail.com>; Bean, Jonathan -
(jonathanyb) <jonathanyb@arizona.edu>; Mark Clark <MClark@pcoa.org>; Corky
Poster <cposter@pmm.design>; Sharayah Jimenez <sjimenez@cuadro.design>;
poulosbt@gmail.com <poulosbt@gmail.com>; Marcos Ysmael
<Marcos.Ysmael@pima.gov>; allyson@mpaaz.org <allyson@mpaaz.org>;
psalm116@gmail.com <psalm116@gmail.com>; HAROLD BERGSMA
<HEBerg33@msn.com>; Lisa Bowers <lisa@metroted.com>; Ryan Stephenson
<Ryan.Stephenson@pima.gov>; Ann Chanecka <Ann.Chanecka@tucsonaz.gov>; Jason
Wong <jwong@redpointdevelopment.com>; Mackey, John William - (mackeyiv)
<mackeyiv@arizona.edu>; fixcityllc@gmail.com <fixcityllc@gmail.com>; Patrice Lange
<patricelange@hotmail.com>; Mari N. Jensen <jensenmn@earthlink.net>; Diego
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PinaLopez <Diego.PinaLopez@tucsonaz.gov>; Loran Shamis
<Loran.Shamis@tucsonaz.gov>; joanchall@yahoo.com <joanchall@yahoo.com>
Subject: ADU Stakeholder Group Meeting
When: Thursday, April 8, 2021 9:00 AM-11:00 AM.
Where: https://zoom.us/j/99746704880?
pwd=T01oWUdqSHhaYUhxQ284VzdNdDEvQT09&from=addon

 

 

Koren Manning is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting.

Join Zoom Meeting
https://zoom.us/j/99746704880?
pwd=T01oWUdqSHhaYUhxQ284VzdNdDEvQT09&from=addon

Meeting ID: 997 4670 4880
Passcode: 567293 One tap mobile
+13462487799,,99746704880#,,,,*567293# US (Houston)
+16699009128,,99746704880#,,,,*567293# US (San Jose)

Dial by your location
+1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
+1 669 900 9128 US (San Jose)
+1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
+1 646 558 8656 US (New York)
+1 301 715 8592 US (Washington DC)
Meeting ID: 997 4670 4880
Passcode: 567293 Find your local number: https://zoom.us/u/aeDISUCtna
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From: christina williams
To: Koren Manning
Cc: Daniel Bursuck
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL]Question about Accessory Dwelling Units
Date: Wednesday, March 10, 2021 12:49:55 PM

Dear Koren,
Thanks! So glad all of these revisions are being considered by Tucson. I have also submitted a
comment on the website. I look forward to attending the next public meeting in April!
Christina

On Tue, Mar 9, 2021 at 12:53 PM Koren Manning <Koren.Manning@tucsonaz.gov> wrote:
Hi Christina,

Thanks for your interest in ADUs! This is a great question. Yes, if this amendment is
approved it would allow casitas that do not currently have a full kitchen to add one and be
considered an ADU. 

We will log this comment from your email but feel free to use the online comment form to
share any additional input!

I hope you will continue to stay involved in the discussion - we anticipate holding another
round of public meetings in April.

Best,
Koren

Koren Manning
Planning Administrator
City of Tucson Planning and Development Services
koren.manning@tucsonaz.gov
520-780-0420 (cell)

From: christina williams <galaxy51@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 5, 2021 1:12 PM
To: Koren Manning <Koren.Manning@tucsonaz.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL]Question about Accessory Dwelling Units
 
Dear Koren Manning,

I've watched a video recording of one of the public meetings for community input on the
accessory dwelling units code amendment. I'm wondering if the city is also considering an
amendment to allow casitas on R1 zoned lots (with only kitchenettes) to become accessory
dwelling units, meaning one could upgrade the kitchenette to a real kitchen? I saw that no
revision would be made to the group dwelling status (I understood to mean fewer than 5
non-related people can live there), but I would like more information on if the addition of a
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kitchen on R1 casitas could be considered. It could be an easy way to increase the number of
accessory dwelling units in Tucson without need for further construction. If this isn't
currently being considered, is the appropriate place to voice this comment at the comment
form where the meeting video is linked? 

Thanks!
Christina



From: Duane Vild
To: Koren Manning
Cc: Daniel Bursuck
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL]ADU Meeting
Date: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 9:35:42 AM

Koren,
Thanks for your quick response.  Yes I am very interested in developing an ADU on
my property.   I have a very old carport that needs to be demolished and converted
into an ADU, which I have been calling a Carriage House (don't like the "mother-in-
law" term).  It would be about 14x40 using all sustainability standards.  I believe it
could be a model for all future ADUs.  You are welcome to come to my property and
look at my house and my recent addition of a second bathroom.  

Duane Vild
Cell 520-256-6649

On Tuesday, February 23, 2021, 8:04:39 AM MST, Koren Manning <koren.manning@tucsonaz.gov>
wrote:

Hi Duane,

Thanks for these great questions. Right now we are targeting June to bring a proposal to M&C,
but that could change depending on the public input we receive. 

We will probably not get into some of these details with respect to utility meters and mail in
the meetings this week but those are issues we will address as the proposal is developed and
refined. 

You mention interest in helping draft the proposal - are you interested in developing an ADU
on your site?

Best,
Koren

From: Duane Vild <dvild@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:28 PM
To: Koren Manning <Koren.Manning@tucsonaz.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL]ADU Meeting
 
Questions for upcoming meeting.

A.  Do you have a feeling or rough idea when new standards or rules will be applied
to new ADU units?
B.  Will water and sewer connections need to be separate?
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C.  How will you deal with mail and other delivery issues?
D.  Can I be an "experiment" or "draft" person to determine issues or problems?  
E.  Will alleys be a positive or negative aspect of constructing or having an ADU?
F.  Will you require ADUs to use only solar energy?  Or only use underground
electricity instead of overhead power lines?
G.  Assume the ADU cannot be sold independent of the "main house?" 

I live at 3219 East Elida Street

Duane Vild
Cell 520-256-6649



From: Koren Manning
To: Daniel Bursuck
Subject: Fw: [EXTERNAL]ADU amendment
Date: Wednesday, May 19, 2021 4:19:07 PM

From: Hannah Glasston <hannahglasston@cox.net>
Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2021 3:56 PM
To: Koren Manning <Koren.Manning@tucsonaz.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL]ADU amendment
 
Hi Koren,

Thank you for hosting the workshops regarding ADUs. As you move forward, here are a few
thoughts to consider that are fresh in my mind following today’s meeting.

One concern I was only able to mention in the chat was that I think there needs to be a lot more
outreach regarding the possible ADU code amendment. I contacted two ward offices that did not
appear to have anyone representing their wards on the stakeholders list. There seemed to be a
number of business/government interests on the list but just not many neighborhoods beyond the
historic or inner city neighborhoods. After the zoo controversy, I would think it would behoove the
city to do everything possible to notify the entire city. One ward said they reached out and there was
no interest. 65 people at today’s meeting seemed small to me and I understand the other meetings are
going to be even smaller. 

Again, when you are discussing affordability, at $200 per sq foot, I don’t think that is a dwelling that
is going to be affordable for most families to undertake at this time, however I do think that
developers, etc. who are currently cashing in on a tight housing market, will be the people who will
be able to build these homes and then sell homes at higher prices, making neighborhoods less
affordable than they already are. Unless there is a lot of money for all neighborhoods and extremely
inexpensive plans with permit fees, etc. waived, I just don’t see how this becomes affordable except
for perhaps people who have an existing building and they can afford to put in a kitchen, for
example. 

Will existing un-permitted buildings which get grandfathered in be allowed to add a kitchen, add on,
etc. without doing a cool roof? 

Regarding parking issues, I don’t agree that parking requirements should be waived based on
proximity to transit or bike boulevards. The numerous preferred parking signs in university
neighborhoods shows that there are already people who feel their neighborhoods are being used as
parking lots.

I understand the proposal that there be no owner occupancy requirement like they have in Flagstaff,
but the reasons noted by staff that it’s “too challenging to sell,” "and takes up a lot of staff time,”
does not satisfy nor fit the premise that most people want the option to house an elderly parent or a
family member which was repeated in the two pull-out sessions I attended today. Will “junior
ADUs” meaning attached to the home, have to be owner-occupied as they are in other cities?

While I don’t know a lot about accessible housing, I am curious how a two-story dwelling would be
accessible without an elevator. I noted this in the chat and one architect responded that as long as
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there are accessible features and zero clearance entry downstairs that would qualify. 

It was noted in one of my sessions that city “has not dived into historic neighborhoods” when I asked
about changing the character of neighborhoods by building something that could take the house off
of existing state historic neighborhood rolls. My concern is that if enough homes are declassified an
entire neighborhood could possibly be removed and take away the historic property tax credit. I
believe that historic neighborhoods, which were originally some of the most diverse and affordable
in the city, might need more specific proposals regarding size and height. 

I think the proposed 1000 sq feet maximum size is too large for an ADU overall and certainly
building a 1000 sq foot building on a lot that already has a two-family building is too large. I would
make the size requirement smaller or remove it from consideration if it doesn’t currently qualify. 

One architect suggested reducing setback requirements for two-story buildings so as to provide some
space between the main house structure and the new ADU. I don’t agree with that suggestion.

I also think the process is happening too fast, again because I believe there needs to be a lot more
public notification. I would  like to see infrastructure issues for existing neighborhoods attended to
first, for example our roads. Adding more trips to our roads at this time, including numerous
construction vehicles would finish them off completely. Can our sewer system accommodate
additional homes? Has the fire department weighed in on changing current zoning? Should they? 

How many R-1 properties will this zoning amendment, citywide, affect? 

Does anything prevent an owner from demolishing most or all of an existing structure and then
building two new self-contained structures?

Thanks for asking for feedback; I look forward to seeing a lot more media outreach regarding the
upcoming public meetings and discussion. Perhaps invites to local news organizations to attend these
public meetings has already been done, but if not, that might be a way to help get the word out. 

Best regards,

Hannah Glasston



From: Koren Manning
To: Jane Cripps
Cc: Daniel Bursuck
Subject: Re: Question for zoom mtg Feb 25
Date: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 5:20:20 PM

Hi Jane,

Thank you for sharing your thoughts. These are important issues and as you suggest we are
tracking all of the comments and will be sharing them with the public.

It sounds like you are planning to attend the meeting next week - I look forward to seeing you
there.

Best,
Koren

Koren Manning
Planning Administrator
City of Tucson Planning and Development Services
koren.manning@tucsonaz.gov
520-780-0420 (cell)

From: Jane Cripps <riverrun33@q.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 12:10 PM
To: Koren Manning <Koren.Manning@tucsonaz.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL]Question for zoom mtg Feb 25
 
Hello
All big issues

1 Parking in neighborhoods that already do not have enough parking for number of
cars per household?
Many neighborhoods, especially those within the city were designed with one car in
mind. Now the average is 3 or more.
Looks as if street parking permits are going to become the next new big issue. And
many streets are very narrow. Today, areas with permits only allowed 2 per residence
that does not meet their need and it certainly does not take into account guests to the
household (parties). Just look at Sam Hughes neighborhood and elsewhere around
the University.
In my neighborhood people are already parking on the 8-foot frontage, on their front
yards and in the alleys. To date, Parkwise (or who ever monitors city parking
violations) is staying out of our neighborhood (blind eye to violations). However, if
parking becomes a big issue all 'rules/laws' must be enforced. No more turning a
blind eye.
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2. How does a granny unit impact 'historical' designation in many city neighborhoods?
Many of these granny units may be visible from the street?

3. These are called 'granny' but they will not just be for used for 'granny' or other
family members (rent charged or not). They will become rentals - to anyone. In many
instances, rentals (house) on top of rentals (granny unit). There needs to be
something that prevents lots with rental properties from building multiple rentals
and/or renting more than one property on a single lot at any time. It also should be
stipulated that the owner has to live in the primary residence to help control the abuse
of abusing the purpose of this potential opportunity to build 'granny' units. The whole
thing could get seriously out of hand if this is not addressed. Also, a limit of how many
people allowed to live in the unit (rented or not) needs to be addressed. No more than
two. 
Everyone loves a 'loop-hole' to abuse and they will be looking for them. Will there be
a minimum construction/quality established for units built to assure they are providing
a 'living environment'? Who is going to define that and assure it is met along with all
the other 'permit' construction requirements?

4. Status of infrastructure in established neighborhoods to handle additional
population and utilities. Tucson has not updated our sewer lines in decades, let alone
everything else. Sewers and water lines are reaching the point where they are
deteriorating. Any additional load is going to create major problems.

5. Taxes - how does this affect everyone's taxes? Already, earnings in Tucson are not
keeping up with our cost of living.

I'm sure there are lots of other issues but these are incredibly important to address
and have them brought to the public's attention.
In fact, it would be wonderful if you provided a list of all the questions and concerns
provided to you so we can have complete transparency regarding this subject.
There may be some pros but the cons are certainly significant and very difficult to
address. Monitoring owners and violations after the fact is very difficult and the city is
already low on funds/staff to support such services. If this is just a way for the city to
charge higher taxes to help with deficits it is not a very good plan. The costs will likely
out-way the benefits.

It's time the city started building 'up', as in, apartment buildings. Tucson can no longer
avoid the reality of it's size and the housing needs. But it does have to also take into
account availability of resources to support the population economically and per
resources.  Water and infrastructure are the first to come to mind. 

Bottom line - zoning for 'granny units' is not going to resolve Tucson's housing
problem. It may in fact, just add to it. I see this as a work around to avoid addressing
the real problem - not addressing the issue that Tucson needs to start building up -
just as they have around the university.

Thanks
Jane Cripps





From: Elisa Hamblin
To: Joseph Maher, Jr
Cc: Daniel Bursuck
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL]Guest house with kitchens--has it been addressed in the zoning code
Date: Friday, April 30, 2021 4:36:46 PM

The City is currently working on an Accessory Dwelling Unit code rewrite. Under discussion is the
ability to add a small addition unit on most single-family lots. Additional info can be found online
here: https://www.tucsonaz.gov/pdsd/accessory-dwelling-units-code-amendment. We are planning
on hosting additional public meetings towards the end of May. These will hopefully be posted online
next week. I encourage you to attend.
Best,
 
Elisa Hamblin, AICP
Site Review Section Manager
elisa.hamblin@tucsonaz.gov
 

From: Joseph Maher, Jr <jmaherarchitect@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2021 2:00 PM
To: Elisa Hamblin <Elisa.Hamblin@tucsonaz.gov>; Joseph Maher, Jr <jmaherarchitect@gmail.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL]Guest house with kitchens--has it been addressed in the zoning code
 
4/30
Dear Ms Hamblin,
good day.
 
News recently stated the city may ease the rules on small lots  of
6000 SF plus to have accessory buildings with kitchens.
 
Once with a kitchen, it is a residence that can have an impact
fee is my understanding.
 
Has that been put in place yet? I have so many projects with this dilemma.
If not what is the timetable for changing it.
 
If input is desired, I can provide constructive input as what needs
to be changed. I helped change PC's strange rules some time
ago.
 
thanks for your help.
Joseph Maher
architect
2489569 cell
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From: Mari N. Jensen
To: Koren Manning; Charlene Mendoza; Nathalia Untiveros; Genesis Cubillas; Jasmine Rucker; Katie Bolger; Ted

Prezelski; Sarah Launius; Teresa Olson; Hannah Smith; Mark Kerr; Lupita Robles; Diana Amado; Ariel Fry; Diego
PinaLopez; Daniel Bursuck; Elisa Hamblin; William Lennertz; Alex; Roger; Corky Poster; Sharayah Jimenez;
Mackey,John William - (mackeyiv); dante@tucsonartisanbuilders.com; steve@tucsonrealtors.org;
shawn@sahba.org; allyson@mpaaz.org; TVanHook@HabitatTucson.org; mclark@pcoa.org; HAROLD BERGSMA;
Jim Murphy; Maggie Amado-Tellez; PennElys@sustainablenations.org; Timoteio@sustainablenations.org; Bonnie
Poulos; Alice Roe; Lisa@metroted.com; Ann Chanecka; Alison Miller; Marcos Ysmael; Mark Holden; Ryan
Stephenson; patricelange@hotmail.com; rostrha@gmail.com; rick McDonnell; fixcityllc@gmail.com;
Bean,Jonathan - (jonathanyb); Gigi; mkishaz@aol.com; francisco.valencia@pascuayaqui-nsn.gov;
sergio.varela@pascuayaqui-nsn.gov; Colby and Karen Henley; josiezapata227@gmail.com;
rlmarsh85@gmail.com; jwong@redpointdevelopment.com; its@theriver.com; seedling@theriver.com; COLLEEN
NICHOLS; Bob Schlanger; pnorback@gmail.com

Cc: jensenmn@earthlink.net
Subject: [EXTERNAL]Re: ADU Stakeholder Group Meeting--Thoughts, Questions for Thursday
Date: Monday, April 5, 2021 4:49:29 PM

Hello fellow stakeholder group members:

Here is a list of concerns from Blenman-Elm neighborhood members about the topics of our upcoming ADU
meeting: parking and various setback/height, etc. regulations. 

These comments come from a variety of people. Even though many people might have expressed the same concern,
I have tried to mention each concern only once (otherwise this list would be very long).

Parking – people have many concerns about the increased number of cars that will come with the additional
residents that the proposed zoning changes might bring. 
The people I was in touch with think changing the zoning code to allow ADUs on smaller lots should require
off-street parking for the ADU. 

Please note that some of parking concerns reflect problems people have already had as more of the houses in the
neighborhood have been rented to groups of students (often each student has a car) and as many houses have been
converted to “mini-dorms.” 

-- more residents and their guests mean that people park in front yards, side yards, in front of neighbors' houses, and
in neighbors’ front yards. Will off-street parking spaces be clearly delineated so that cars are not parked haphazardly
all over the front yard?

-- More cars mean the neighborhood’s many “rural-style” mailboxes get blocked – and under those circumstances
the carrier is not required to deliver the mail. 
Note: I have checked with a supervisor at the Sun Station Post Office and she confirmed that if access to the
mailbox is blocked, the carrier doesn’t have to deliver mail. The resident whose mailbox is blocked gets three
warnings – and after that, the USPS won’t deliver to that address. 

-- More cars parked in front of neighbors’ houses can end up blocking access to curbside pickups of garbage and of
recycling. 

-- Some of the neighborhood’s streets are narrow. If cars are parked on both sides of the street, the street becomes
“one lane” – and that may be a safety issue for pedestrians, cyclists and also emergency vehicle access. On narrow
streets will on- street parking be restricted to one side of street to allow for emergency vehicle access?

-- Parking off the alley is an option in some cases, but who will be responsible for grading, patching, etc. the
alleyways? Also remember that not all blocks have alleys.

-- Will the current zoning for parking that requires a minimum number of parking spaces per bedroom be modified?

-- Will parking in front of the house be clearly defined by any ADU zoning regulations?

-- Is Parkwise vested in the parking decision process?
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More residents = more cars = more traffic
Rather than making the neighborhood more pedestrian-and-cyclist friendly, more cars will do the opposite. As
several neighbors have noted, there seems to be an increased amount of traffic – and of cars going well over the
speed limit – in the neighborhood. 
Making the neighborhood less friendly to foot traffic for people of all ages will reduce the neighborhood’s
community feel and neighborhood resiliency. 

Questions about how the proposed zoning changes will change setback, height, and other zoning regulations

-- Will maximum lot coverage be maintained at current requirements?

-- Not all of Tucson’s neighborhoods have the same history or issues, can there be special requirements based on the
neighborhood? (Historic, UA student housing, covenant and restrictions such as owner-occupied) 

-- Zoning setbacks in newer neighborhoods is not the same as some of the older ones will this be addressed?

-- Will there be style requirements that force new construction to complement and reflect the building style of the
neighborhood it will be located in?

Looking forward to our meeting on Thursday,
Mari Jensen



From: Maximo Gomez
To: Daniel Bursuck; Koren Manning
Cc: Max Gomez; venise gomez
Subject: [EXTERNAL]Accessory Dwelling Units Feedback & Additional Considerations - From Maximo to City of Tucson
Date: Saturday, March 13, 2021 6:35:05 PM
Attachments: Loft Home - Interior 3.jfif

Loft Home - Interior 1.jfif
Loft Home - Exterior 1.jfif
Loft Home - Interior 2.jfif

Hello Koren & Daniel,

I recently attended the Public Meeting #2 on 2/24/2021. I wanted to reach out and thank you
all and your respective departments for seeking the community's feedback and input. For your
additional consideration, I have prepared the following brief to summarize the need for
additional alternative construction methods for ADU's:

ADU's are an excellent idea that should be implemented. I would strongly encourage the use
of factory built buildings as well. Both Modular and Manufactured Homes can be very flexible
in their design, and it wouldn't be difficult to have them conform to certain building
requirements or to add exterior finishes. 

The exteriors can have stucco added, the homes can be ground-set (ground-level). These units
can be constructed more quickly, and are more affordable and cost-effective for the average
Buyer. Relegating the construction of the casitas/ADU's to site-built builders further
exacerbates the problem many builders are already seeing across Tucson and Pima County:
the lack of available GC's and trades people, limited construction materials, extra-long build
times, and pricing increases that are constricting affordability. Factory-built manufactured and
modular homes can be built faster, less expensively, are able to conform to existing (and
proposed) building code/guidelines, conform to FHA guidelines, and even conform to exterior
façade and neighborhood design requirements. 

These units do not look like a "trailer", nor do they have to - in fact, we can make them look
like whatever is needed to best serve our communities. From a "green" standpoint, these
factory built housing units have a smaller carbon footprint (
https://www.triadfs.com/news/manufactured-homes-and-their-carbon-footprint ). Furthermore,
since the construction cycle is much shorter than traditional on-site construction, factory-built
homes would reduce traffic congestion in residential areas - a concern that was expressed a
few times at the meeting I attended. 

Restricting this method of construction would be a detriment to the public good, and result in
limited development opportunities for those who would benefit the most from these ADU's. If
the purpose is to truly help multi-generational families, or to supplement the incomes of those
who need it most, there should be a wide variety of options to choose from so that this benefit
may be applied and explored by all. 

I'm happy to provide additional information, examples of products/homes, or discuss this in
greater detail. I have a Master's Degree in Real Estate Development, am an Associate Real
Estate Broker, a Mortgage Loan Originator, Land specialist & designated mentor, am a 3rd
generation manufactured home specialist, and I am actively involved in committees at the
Tucson Association of Realtors. I want to help the community, and I think we have a great
opportunity to extend a much needed hand. 
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Examples:
Please see attached Photos of some of the units that might be worth exploring. There are
hundreds of floor plans that would work for ADU's in Tucson, and due to the variety in their
size and building footprints, these options could accommodate nearly any parcel - from very
small to those larger in size. We could even work with the city to get a series of them pre-
approved to meet design requirements so that a variety of models could be made available to
the public starting at affordable, entry-level price points.

Please let me know if you have any questions, and thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Maximo Gomez VI, MRED
Tierra Antigua Realty
Associate Broker
Cell: (520) 275-7783
www.TucsonMax.com

BEWARE! WIRE FRAUD IS ON THE RISE. Do not trust any wiring instructions received by e-mail. Always contact the
Escrow Agent directly using previously known information before wiring any money.

http://www.tucsonmax.com/


From: Koren Manning
To: Melody Peters
Cc: Daniel Bursuck
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL]Accessory units question
Date: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 8:44:04 AM

Hi Melody,

Thanks for sharing your thoughts on Accessory Dwelling Units. These are good questions, and
topics that the stakeholder group that is helping develop this proposal is wrestling with. Some
of these goals can be accomplished through limitations on the size of the ADU; there could
also be a restriction on the number of bedrooms. There has also been discussion about the
pros and cons of an owner-occupancy requirement. These are topics that will be discussed in
the stakeholder group and at the upcoming public meetings. Thank you again for your input.

Best,
Koren

From: Melody Peters <melodypeters@cox.net>
Sent: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 11:51 AM
To: Koren Manning <Koren.Manning@tucsonaz.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL]Accessory units question
 
We have had a bit of discussion on the question of accessory units on our Rincon Heights
Neighborhood list serve. Many, but not all, of our association are in principle supportive of sensitive
infill, especially of a kind that would provide affordable housing. Our historic neighborhood,
however, is plagued by mini-dorms built by developers who do not care for our historic status or the
quality of life of established residents. Mini-dorms tend to attract student renters who respond to
pleas for quiet or picking up their trash with rudeness or actual threats.

So the questions are:

Can the new accessory housing provision be written in such a way as to distinguish between an
accessory unit and a mini-dorm? How will quality of life and right to quiet for more permanent
residents be preserved or reinforced by the proposed accessory housing provisions?  How will this
program allow for sensitive infill while also protecting the historic status of our UA neighborhoods?

All the best,

Melody
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From: Paula Arnquist
To: Daniel Bursuck
Subject: [EXTERNAL]support for change in zoning to support ADUs
Date: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 9:42:36 PM

Hi,

I am not available to attend any of the City meetings on this topic, but it is a topic I have
thought alot about. I support the City's move to change zoning to make it easier for
homeowners to add a small second residence on their property. 

I did it myself (although I had to get around a lot of zoning laws). My parents are getting old
and they have said that when they get too old to drive, they are going to want to live closer to
me and my sister in town (they currently live in the county). We currently rent to a Pima
college student and friend of the family that would not have been able to move to Tucson to go
to college if it wasn't for our little apartment. But if and when one of my parents dies or they
just get to old to take care of themselves, they can move into our little apartment and we can
have a mutually beneficial situation. We have also said that when our kids grow up and we
retire, we can live in the little apartment and rent out the bigger house as income so we think
of it as a retirement account as well. Hopefully it will allow us to not get priced out of our
neighborhood once we are on a fixed income.

Paula Arnquist
Dunbar Spring Neighborhood
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From: Valerie Lane
To: Mari N. Jensen
Cc: Koren Manning; Charlene Mendoza; Nathalia Untiveros; Genesis Cubillas; Jasmine Rucker; Katie Bolger; Ted

Prezelski; Sarah Launius; Teresa Olson; Hannah Smith; Mark Kerr; Lupita Robles; Diana Amado; Ariel Fry; Diego
PinaLopez; Daniel Bursuck; Elisa Hamblin; William Lennertz; Alex; Roger; Corky Poster; Sharayah Jimenez;
Mackey,John William - (mackeyiv); dante@tucsonartisanbuilders.com; steve@tucsonrealtors.org;
shawn@sahba.org; allyson@mpaaz.org; TVanHook@HabitatTucson.org; mclark@pcoa.org; HAROLD BERGSMA;
Jim Murphy; Maggie Amado-Tellez; PennElys@sustainablenations.org; Timoteio@sustainablenations.org; Bonnie
Poulos; Alice Roe; Lisa@metroted.com; Ann Chanecka; Alison Miller; Marcos Ysmael; Mark Holden; Ryan
Stephenson; patricelange@hotmail.com; rostrha@gmail.com; rick McDonnell; Bean,Jonathan - (jonathanyb);
Gigi; mkishaz@aol.com; francisco.valencia@pascuayaqui-nsn.gov; sergio.varela@pascuayaqui-nsn.gov; Colby
and Karen Henley; josiezapata227@gmail.com; rlmarsh85@gmail.com; jwong@redpointdevelopment.com;
its@theriver.com; seedling@theriver.com; COLLEEN NICHOLS; Bob Schlanger; pnorback@gmail.com

Subject: [EXTERNAL]Re: ADU Stakeholder Group Meeting--Thoughts, Questions for Thursday
Date: Tuesday, April 6, 2021 12:10:31 PM

Just a gentle reminder that all these issues / concerns are
part of the natural evolution of a growing city and increased
density. Revised mail delivery plans, parkwise solutions, and
more progressive transportation plans that support movement
around the city that does not rely so heavily on cars will need
to catch up once zoning evolves into the next phase. Zoning is
only one piece of the pie where the issue of housing shortage,
flexibility for families and group dwelling, work-live ease,
and passive income opportunity are all things that address the
changing needs of urban dwelling and quality of life in our
great city.  

I do not have on-site parking and my mail is delivered every
day (Shout out to Gabe the mailman) and the garbage picked up
every Friday without issues - unless I forget to drag the cans
out. Sometimes a lot of cars get parked on the street around me
and my life is not worse because of it. 

Valerie A. Lane

On Mon, Apr 5, 2021 at 4:49 PM Mari N. Jensen <jensenmn@earthlink.net> wrote:
Hello fellow stakeholder group members:

Here is a list of concerns from Blenman-Elm neighborhood members about the topics of our upcoming ADU
meeting: parking and various setback/height, etc. regulations. 

These comments come from a variety of people. Even though many people might have expressed the same
concern, I have tried to mention each concern only once (otherwise this list would be very long).

Parking – people have many concerns about the increased number of cars that will come with the
additional residents that the proposed zoning changes might bring. 
The people I was in touch with think changing the zoning code to allow ADUs on smaller lots should
require off-street parking for the ADU. 

Please note that some of parking concerns reflect problems people have already had as more of the houses in the
neighborhood have been rented to groups of students (often each student has a car) and as many houses have been
converted to “mini-dorms.” 

-- more residents and their guests mean that people park in front yards, side yards, in front of neighbors' houses,
and in neighbors’ front yards. Will off-street parking spaces be clearly delineated so that cars are not parked
haphazardly all over the front yard?

-- More cars mean the neighborhood’s many “rural-style” mailboxes get blocked – and under those circumstances
the carrier is not required to deliver the mail. 
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Note: I have checked with a supervisor at the Sun Station Post Office and she confirmed that if access to the
mailbox is blocked, the carrier doesn’t have to deliver mail. The resident whose mailbox is blocked gets three
warnings – and after that, the USPS won’t deliver to that address. 

-- More cars parked in front of neighbors’ houses can end up blocking access to curbside pickups of garbage and
of recycling. 

-- Some of the neighborhood’s streets are narrow. If cars are parked on both sides of the street, the street becomes
“one lane” – and that may be a safety issue for pedestrians, cyclists and also emergency vehicle access. On
narrow streets will on- street parking be restricted to one side of street to allow for emergency vehicle access?

-- Parking off the alley is an option in some cases, but who will be responsible for grading, patching, etc. the
alleyways? Also remember that not all blocks have alleys.

-- Will the current zoning for parking that requires a minimum number of parking spaces per bedroom be
modified?

-- Will parking in front of the house be clearly defined by any ADU zoning regulations?

-- Is Parkwise vested in the parking decision process?

More residents = more cars = more traffic
Rather than making the neighborhood more pedestrian-and-cyclist friendly, more cars will do the opposite. As
several neighbors have noted, there seems to be an increased amount of traffic – and of cars going well over the
speed limit – in the neighborhood. 
Making the neighborhood less friendly to foot traffic for people of all ages will reduce the neighborhood’s
community feel and neighborhood resiliency. 

Questions about how the proposed zoning changes will change setback, height, and other zoning
regulations

-- Will maximum lot coverage be maintained at current requirements?

-- Not all of Tucson’s neighborhoods have the same history or issues, can there be special requirements based on
the neighborhood? (Historic, UA student housing, covenant and restrictions such as owner-occupied) 

-- Zoning setbacks in newer neighborhoods is not the same as some of the older ones will this be addressed?

-- Will there be style requirements that force new construction to complement and reflect the building style of the
neighborhood it will be located in?

Looking forward to our meeting on Thursday,
Mari Jensen



From: Koren Manning
To: Lee Marsh
Cc: Daniel Bursuck
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL]ADU Questions
Date: Saturday, March 6, 2021 10:04:22 AM

Hi Lee,

These are good questions. 

On the first one, you are correct that many sites in R-2 and R-3 already allow a second
dwelling. This would not be an "incentive" per se, but at least in R-2, the ADU ordinance would
make it possible for those lots that are under 5,808 square feet to add an ADU. There will
likely be some restrictions on the size of an ADU that do not apply to other dwellings. 

In terms of adding an ADU on a site that already has a duplex or triplex, that is still an open
question. You are correct that currently, if there are three units, commercial parking standards
must be met, which is doable on many lots. How we shape these regulations could also
depend on the zoning district (i.e. perhaps an ADU would be permitted in this type of situation
in R-2 or R-3 but not an R-1 district). 

These are great questions to bring up with the stakeholder group! Please feel free to do so -
we are really hoping to be able to iron out these types of details with the stakeholder group.
This next meeting will probably focus more on occupancy standards but we expect to get back
to some of these details in terms of density regulations and zoning districts at the following
meeting.

Koren

From: Lee Marsh <rlmarsh85@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 2, 2021 10:34 PM
To: Koren Manning <Koren.Manning@tucsonaz.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL]ADU Questions
 
Hey Koren,

I have a few questions of my own about ADUs. I'd like to share them with the larger group for
the benefit of everyone's understanding, but I wanted to give you a chance to curate these if
you felt it would hurt the optics on the program among the skeptics of the group. I am
supportive of this effort so I would not want a flippant question to undermine what we're
trying to do.

1) I think in R-2/R3-3 zoning, for a lot of parcels, a person is already allowed to build an
accessory structure that is also a dwelling unit, i.e. has a kitchen. Therefore, is the ADU
ordinance really focused on loosening up things in R-1? Will there be any mechanisms to
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incentivize ADUs over an accessory dwelling structure in R-2 in cases where either is a viable
zoning option?

2) Do we anticipate the ADU ordinance will also permit additional DUs in duplex/triplex/
MFRs or is this strictly focused on SFRs? I mentioned the other day that I could maybe turn
my shed into a little house but then it would be MFR and I wasn't sure if the parking
requirements, etc. would be loosened in those cases as well.

Thanks, I hope this hasn't already been covered in one of the WG meetings!

Lee Marsh



 

 

May 20, 2021   3-pages 
 
Mr. Daniel Bursuck, AICP Principal Planner 
Mr. John Beall, Principle Planner 
Ms. Elisa Hamblin AICP 
Site Review Section Manager 
 and 
To Whom It May Concern 
City of Tucson Planning and Zoning 
837-tbd email: elisa.hamblin@tucsonaz.gov 
 
 
Subject:  Accessory Dwelling Units Code Amendment 
Re:  Constructive Commentary & Suggestions: 
   Joseph Maher, Jr. AIA Architect 
 
 
Dear Mr.  Daniel Bursuck, Mr. John Beall, Ms. Elisa Hamblin, Online Comments 
Submission and 
         To Whom It May Concern, 
 
 My overall positive suggestion for the amendment to our code is actually very 
simple—just remove any and all restrictions to the installation of a kitchen in each 
residential zoning category: 
  Allow a second kitchen (religious related or not) to be installed within 
the main residence also, as an attached structure (co-generation) if desired and 
wherever positioned on site in especially in accessory structures or as commonly 
known,  “A Guest House”. 
 
 Everything else is covered already in our very restrictive code: 
  The allowable size of the detached structure. 
  Allowable site coverage. 
  No windows towards adjacent neighbors at upper floor levels. 
  The building setbacks are already noted. 
  Add a parking space for one or two bedrooms anywhere on site with no 
special parking area (non-commercial) arrangement. 
 
However, other code areas are still issues I believe: 
 2-story projects, accessory, detached structures: 
  The ability to construct 2-story especially stacked atop a rear yard   
existing or even new garage or carport with the same setback with NO increased 
setback should be allowed. A prior item in the code. 
  Adding square footage to an existing accessory, detached structures of 
any kind/use to create a larger structure of any kind/use should be allowed without a 
variance/DDO requirement if under the maximum size. The existing footprint and its 
position near the property line should not be an issue either. A prior item in the code. 
  The only key “optional” setback is 3 feet from the property line to avoid 
rated exterior walls and to allow for openings. 
 
Continued 
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Existing rear structures of any kind, use: 
 The ability to utilize the existing footprint AND ADD MORE square footage to 
enable a properly designed accessory structure WITHOUT a required variance or other 
zoning procedure as it was before in the code would be very helpful. 
 
“Commercial parking lot”, several bedrooms: 
  I am hopeful the prior requirement has been deleted for a quasi- 
commercial parking area for residential projects for an individual family residence is 
not applicable and has been revised properly in the code.  
 
Impact Fees: 
 I understand the fees are based on “square footage” in lieu of a set flat fee is in 
place or should be in place. 
 I believe the fees formula for an accessory structure/”guest House” should be 
even lower than the main residence to encourage these projects to be constructed. 
 
Variance/DDO project: 
 Should a project be required for other reasons to be subject to this situation, 
the reasons to contest a project cannot include comments of “ I don’t like it “ by 
neighbors or others non-residents in the area. 
 The old reasons should be rejected of a “college student” or “undocumented” 
or “not a relative” individual may reside in this guest house.  
 
My Final frustration: 
Building setbacks, 2-story residences, addition to existing residence: 
 The restrictive formula for building setbacks for 2-story additions must be 
revised to match the existing, original setbacks for the existing one story residence in 
the each zone. 
 The restrictive formula is anti-good design solutions and are impossible to 
complete especially for small parcels. 
 All the other restrictive code language for 2-story is already in place such as no 
windows to the side yard neighbors (except for new subdivisions). 
 This rule restricts families from adding bedrooms etc to stay in their Home. This 
rule does not exist anywhere statewide. 
 
Fin 
Thank you for your efforts for a better Tucson.   
 
Sincerely, 

 
Joseph Maher, Jr. AIA Architect 
Cc: Scott Clark, Director, Michael Ortega, City Manager, Clayton Trevillyan, Bldg Official 



 
 

 

 
 
Please Note: 
 As a tribute to my Arizona Family, My Greatest Generation Family of 6-men in 
WWII, contributing to Arizona’s success for over a century: 
 Below is a listing of City, County and AIA Committees and Activities over +27 
years in Tucson & Statewide. This amounts to approximately +12,000 hours donated to 
each the AIA & my Community: 

 
AIA Arizona State Director (Prior) 
SAC AIA President 2009 (prior) 
Chair-Architecture Week (prior) 
 
Alumnus: U/A College of Architecture and Landscape (CAPLA) 
Member: Southern Arizona Chapter/American Institute of Architects (SAC/AIA) 
Member: City of Tucson Planning Commission  
Member: Broadway Corridor Task Force 
Member: Grant Road Task Force 
Member: City Water/Pima County Waste Water Committee 
Member: Tucson Clean & Beautiful/Trees for Tucson/Adopt a Park Program 
Member: Downtown Core Overlay Sub-District LUC Sub-Committee 
Member: Land Use Code (LUC) Sub-Committee, City of Tucson 
Member: Sustainable/Agricultural Code (LUC) Sub-Committee, City of Tucson 
Member: National Trust for Historic Preservation 
Member: Downtown Links Citizens Committee 
Member: CTAC, City of Tucson Transportation Advisory Committee  
Member: Arizona Forward 
Member: SAHBA, Southern Arizona Home Builders Association  
Member: Metropolitan Pima Alliance 
Volunteer: Imagine Greater Tucson Visionary Project 
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